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This work is concerned with the Riccati group of transformations

acting on spaces of various types of linear optimal control problems

with quadratic cost criteria. Canonical forms and complete systems

of invariants are studied for this group action and several results
are obtained. These canonical forms and the Riccati transformation

group are shown to have several important system theoretic applications.

In particular, spectral theory of linear-quadratic optimal control

problems, Riccati differential equation, positive real transfer functions
are investigated via the Riccati transformation group. A complete
solution to the problem of existence of solution to the so called
" infinite time free terminal state" problems is given in terms of non¬

negativity of a symmetric matrix. This solution is also related to the

"minimal energy” control problem.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Linear-quadratic optimal control problem is one of the most fundamental

problems of modern system theory. Optimal control and filtering problems

led to the concepts of reachability and observability--the key concepts

in system theory today. The pioneering work on linear-quadratic optimal

control theory was done by KALMAN [i960]. Some other papers which made

substantial contributions to the theory of linear-quadratic optimal control

include POPOV [1964], WILLEMS [1971], and JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978].
There are several text books on the subject of which we mention BROCKETT

[1970], ANDERSON and MOORE [1971], and WILLEMS [1981]. Despite the
voluminous research on this problem, some aspects of the theory have not

been fully investigated. This dissertation explores one such direction.

Very often, mathematical objects admit a group of transformations
which corresponds to some notion of equivalence among these objects.

Action of GL(n) (the set of n x n nonsingular matrices) on the space

of n x n matrices by conjugation is a very good example of this. The

underlying notion of equivalence in this case arises from change of basis.

The main mathematical problem in such a situation is to find quantities
which remain invariant under the transformation. In the example above, the
invariant factors and eigenvalues are some of the invariant quantities.

The basic idea is that these invariant quantities reveal the fundamental

features of the mathematical objects under consideration.

Mathematical system theory provides examples of this type of problems.
For example, GL(n) acts on the set of reachable systems in a natural

way. This action corresponds to a change of basis in the state space.

Again a detailed investigation of this problem from an invariant theoretic

point of view has revealed the basic structure of reachable systems. See

POPOV [1972], KALMAN [1974], TANNENBAUM [I98O] for an account of this and
some associated problems. (in Section 4, we briefly discuss some of the

results.)

The main problem of this dissertation arises from analogous considera¬

tions. A group of transformations which acts naturally on linear-quadratic

optimal control problems was first formulated by KALMAN [1975] in a

1
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research proposal. This group of transformations soon became known as

the Riccati group. Roughly speaking, the Riccati group is built out
of four components: state space transformations, input space transforma¬

tions, linear state variable feedback, and change of variables in the
Riccati differential equation. The main problem of this dissertation

is to find invariants and canonical forms for linear-quadratic optimal

control problems under the action of the Riccati group. Our results
of Chapters IV and V show that we are substantially successful in resolving

this problem. The results are very satisfactory for the case of equal

Kronecker indices. We also treat the case of strictly unequal Kronecker

indices explicitly. The results in the general case do not seem to be

easy to formulate. However, in any concrete situation the techniques

developed in this dissertation can be used to obtain invariants and

canonical forms.

We will now briefly describe the contents of the following chapters.

Chapter II is devoted to a precise formulation of the Riccati

transformation group. We analyze each ,TcomponenttT of the Riccati group

separately, and combine all the four components into a single transformation

group. The basic ideas of this chapter are essentially contained in

KALMAN [1975].

The purpose of Chapter III is to review some well known material
on the action of the state space group and the feedback group on the

space of reachable pairs. We define a new canonical form for the action

of the feedback group called "dual Kronecker canonical form”. This

canonical form is based on the duality of the associated Young's diagrams.
There are two main contributions in Chapter III. We show that the set
of reachable systems with a given set of unordered Kronecker indices is
an affine variety; a geometric quotient for the action of the general

linear group on this space exists, the geometric quotient turns out to
be a Euclidean space, and the quotient map is given by the well known
invariants due to POPOV [1972]. This result should be viewed as an

algebro-geometric reformulation of the results of POPOV [1972]. In

Section 5> we formulate the stabilizer in the feedback group of a

reachable pair in dual Kronecker canonical form. Previously, WANG and
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DAVISON [1976] had formulated the stabilizer in the feedback group of a

reachable pair in the Kronecker canonical form.

Chapter IV contains the first results on the invariants and canonical
forms for the action of the Riccati group. The results are very

satisfactory for the case of equal Kronecker indices. We also treat

the case of strictly unequal Kronecker indices explicitly. Some of

the results of this chapter turn out to be useful in Chapter VI on

system theoretic applications.

In Chapter V, we develop another approach to obtaining invariants
and canonical forms. Here we assume that the associated algebraic

Riccati equation has a real symmetric solution. Again, the results are

very satisfactory for the case of equal Kronecker indices. The difficulties
in the general case are analogous to the difficulties in Chapter IV.

Chapter VI contains some system theoretic applications of the results

IV The main

linear-quadratic optimal control problems. This theory was developed by

JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978] for the discrete-time case. They analyze

the so called "infinite time free terminal state linear-quadratic optimal

control problem" from a Hilbert space operators point of view. The

problem of boundedness of Ínfima is reduced to the nonnegativity of a

certain self-adjoint Hilbert space operator. However, it turns out that
a direct calculation of the spectrum of this operator is not tractable.

We consider the continuous-time analog of the problem considered by
JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978] as formulated originally by WILLEMS [1971].
We show that the existence of solution to the optimization problem remains
invariant under the action of the Riccati group. However, the Hilbert

space operator defined by JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978] does not remain
invariant under the Riccati group. We first compute a Hilbert space

operator which is the continuous-time analog of the operator defined by
JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978]. Use of the Riccati group leads to a

major simplification in the derivation of this operator. We then show

using the Riccati group that this operator can be brought to a very simple
form. In this form, the nonnegativity of this operator becomes equivalent
to the nonnegativity of a certain symmetric matrix. Thus, the problem
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of boundedness of Ínfima can be reduced to checking nonnegativity of a

symmetric matrix. We rederive a generalized version of this result

using certain simple results from the theory of ’'minimal energy control"

developed by KALMAN, HO, and NARENDRA [1963]. This gives a very simple

system theoretic interpretation of the spectral theoretic results.

We also examine Popov’s frequency function, positive real matrices,

and fast algorithms for the Riccati differential equation due to KAILATH

[1973] and CASTI [1974] in the light of the Riccati transformation group.

Under certain mild conditions, we completely parametrize scalar positive
real functions. Further work on the fast algorithms from the Riccati

group point of view seems promising. Generalization of our results on

scalar positive real functions to the matrix case is also of considerable

interest.

We close this introduction with a few words on notation and standing

assumptions. Throughout this dissertation, we will work with the field

of real numbers. R denotes the m-dimensional real vector space

consisting of m-length column vectors with real entries. R 1 denotes

the set of m X n matrices over the field of real numbers. L [a, b]
denotes the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the interval

[a, b]. A polynomial X is called a Hurwitz polynomial iff the roots

of X are in the open left half plane. All undefined terminology from

invariant theory and algebraic geometry is standard for which the reader

is referred to FOGARTY [1965], MUMFOKD [1965], TAMERBAUM [I98O].



CHAPTER II. RICCATI TRANSFORMATION GROUP

In this chapter, we shall introduce the Riccati transformation

group, which arises naturally as a group of transformations of linear-

quadratic optimization problems. This group was originally formulated

by KALMAN [1975] in a research proposal. Roughly speaking, the
Riccati transformation group consists of state space transformations,

input space transformations, linear state variable feedback, and change

of variables in the Riccati equation. We shall discuss each of these

transformations separately and then combine all these into a single

group action.

1. The Linear Quadratic Optimization Problem.

The "dynamic optimization problem with integral quadratic criteria"

for a continuous-time, finite dimensional, linear system is defined as

follows: minimize the functional

(l.l) j(u(.)> c, tQ) = /° [x'(t)Qx(t) + 2x’(t)Su(t) + u' (t)Ru(t) ]cLt +
o

+ x'(0)Pox(0),

over all continuous R valued input functions u(t), 0 > r > tQ,
with respect to the solutions to the n-th order continuous-time

linear system

(!-2) _ Fx(t) + Gfu(r), x(tQ) = c.

Here x(t) is in Rn, F, G, Q, R, S, P^ are respectively n X n,
nxm, nxn, mxm, nxm, nXn real matrices, Q, R, Pq are
assumed to be symmetric matrices. R is always assumed to be positive
definite. We also assume that (F, G) is reachable. It should be
noted that the system as well as the quadratic cost criteria are time-
invariant. It is easy to derive results analogous to our results which

apply to the discrete-time linear quadratic optimization problem:

minimize the functional

5
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(1.3) J(u(*)> c, N) = kZ_w[x'(k)Qx(k) +2x'(k)Su(k) + u'(k)Ru(k)] +

+ x’(0)P x(0)

over all Rm valued input sequences u(k), 0 >k > -N, with respect

to the n-th order discrete-time linear system.

(1.4) X(k + 1) = Fx(k) + Gu(k), x(-N) = c.

Here F, G, Q, R, S, Pq, x(k) are as before. The only difference is
that R is not assumed to be positive definite.

The linear quadratic-optimization problems defined above have been

studied extensively over the last two decades. The literature surrounding

these problems has grown enormously. The reader is referred to the

seminal paper of KALMAN [i960]. See also KALMAN [1964], POPOV [1964],
WILLEMS [1971], JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978], and the references

cited there.

It is well known that the solution to the above continuous-time

problem is based on the (matrix) Riccati differential equation. The

optimal control input u^(- ) is given by

u*(t) = L(t)x^(t) , to < T < Oj = Fx^(t) + Gu*(t), x^.(tQ) = c,

where

(1.5) l(t) = - R_1(G’P(t) + S’),

and P(.) is the solution of the Riccati differential equation

(1.6) = F'P(t) + P(t)F + Q - (P(t)G + S)R_1(p(t)G + S) P(0) = Pq

Here we implicitly assume that the solution to (1.6) exists.

The problem of existence of solution to (l.6) is, in general, a

difficult problem. Under certain positivity assumptions on the cost
criteria J, the existence of solutions to (1.6) can be guaranteed. See
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Chapter VI for a discussion of the general case. A similar feedback

solution based on the Riccati difference equation can be given for the

discrete-time problem.

We thus see that the optimization problem as well as its solution

can be fully described in terms of the "problem data" F, G, Q, R, S,
P . (Since the initial state c plays no special role in various

o

features of the optimization problem, we do not consider it in the

"problem data".) Thus, every linear quadratic optimization problem can

be identified with a six tuple (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq). Conversely, if
(F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) is any six tuple of matrices of appropriate sizes,
(F, G) is reachable, Q, R, P^ are symmetric, and R is positive
definite then we can define a linear quadratic optimization problem

associated with (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq). In view of these elementary
observations, we define the (finite time) optimization data space

D := {(F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) in RnXn x R^
X x RílXn: (F, G) reachable, 0,,

9

and R positive definite].

X R™

R> Po

_mxm
X R

svmmetric y

Similar considerations also apply to the discrete-time linear

quadratic optimization problems. In particular, we have discrete-time

optimization data space := {(F, G, Q, R, S, P ) in Ra n x R)Xm
^nxn ^mxm ^nxm ^nxn , * . , _ _° „ ^ — , 7

X R X R xR x R : (F, G) reachable, Q, R, P^ symmetric].
An important problem closely related to the linear-quadratic optimiza¬

tion problem is the so-called infinite time zero terminal state linear-

quadratic optimal control problem defined as follows.

Minimize

(1.8) J(u(.) , c) = J^[xf (t) Qx(t) + 2x'(t)Su(t) + uT ( t) Ru( t) ]dT

subject to the linear system

= Fx(t) + Gu(t), x(0) = c, lim x(t) = 0,
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^ -

over all possible R -valued, continuous, square integrable input

functions u(*)« Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence

of solution to this problem are well known. In particular, a solution

to the above infinite time zero terminal state problem exists if and

only if the algebraic Riccati equation

(1.9) F’P + PF + Q - (PG + s)r_1(pg + S) ' = 0

admits a real symmetric solution. In case (1.9) has a real symmetric

solution, it has a unique real symmetric solution P such that the

eigenvalues of (F - GR”“^(GfP + Sf)) are in the (closed) left half

plane; i. e.,

Re(A(F - GR_1(G'P + S'))) < 0.

WILLEMS [1971] is an excellent reference for a detailed analysis of the

algebraic Riccati equation.

It is clear from the above discussion that the infinite time zero

terminal state problems are completely specified by the quintuple of

matrices (F, G, Q, R, S) . In view of this we define the optimization
data space for the infinite time zero terminal state problems

DS := {(F, G, Q, R, S) in R
^ ^ ^raxm ^nxmXR XR XR XR

nxn _nxm _nxn

(F, G) reachable, Q, R symmetric, R positive definite)

Analogous considerations apply to the discrete-time case.

2. Riccati Transformation Group.

The purpose of this section is to introduce some transformations of
the above dynamic optimization problems which arise naturally from the

problem statement and the associated feedback solution based on the

Riccati differential equation.

A. Change of basis in the state space. Let T be any nxn real

nonsingular matrix; i. e., T is in GL(n). If we introduce the new

state variables
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z(t) := T ^x(t),

then the linear quadratic optimization problem (l.l) transforms to

minimize

0

J(u( •) , T 1c, t ) = f°[z' (t) T1 QTz( t) + 2z'(t)T'Su(t) +O u
o

+ u' (t)Ru(t) ]d.T + z' (O)T'P Tz(0),

subject to the linear system

= T_1FTz(t) + T_1Gu(t), z(tQ) = T_1c.
Thus, the problem data (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) transform to (T "^FT,
-1 ^

T G, TrQT, R, TfS, TfPQT). Furthermore, P(t) is the solution to the
Riccati differential equation associated with (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) if
and only if TtP(t)T is the solution to the Riccati differential

equation associated with (T’^FT, T~“4j, TtQT, R, TfS, T'P^T). It is
easy to check that the optimal control inputs for the original problem

and the transformed problem are the same. Consequently, state space

basis changes do not alter the basic features of the linear quadratic

optimization problems. Summarizing, GL(n) acts on the data space

D by

(2.1) <pT: D X GL(n) -»D: ((F, G, Q, R, S, PQ), T) w

^ (T_1FT, T_1G, T’QT, R, T'S, T'P T).

Finally, we note that the action of GL(n) on the space of
reachable pairs (F, G) has been considered from several points of
view in the literature. See, for example, POPOV [1972], KALMAN [197^-]*
TANNENBAUM [I98O] and the reference cited there. (We summarize some

of these results in Section 4.) The main difference, of course, is
that there is an associated optimization problem.
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B. Change of basis in the input space. This transformation is
similar to the state space transformation discussed above. Let V be

an mx m nonsingular matrix. We introduce new input variables v(«)
m _

m R by

v(t) = V \i( t) .

Proceeding as in A, this leads to the transformation law

(2.2) cpy: D X GL(m) -» D: ((F, G, Q, R, S, PQ), V) «

•-» (F, GV, V'RV, SV, P ) .

C. Linear state variable feedback. This is perhaps the most

nontrivial transformation of the original problem. Suppose we choose

u(t) := u(t) - Lx(t) y

where L is an m X n matrix and u(«) is any continuous R -valued

function on [tQ, 0]. The linear system then transforms to

= (F + GL)x(t) + Gu( t) ,

We also have

xf (t)Qx(t) + 2x* (t) Su(t) + uf (t)Ru(t) = x»(t) [Q + SL + L'S1 +L!RL]x(t) +

+ 2xf ( t) (S + Lf R) x( t) + vT ( t) Rv( t)

Thus the original problem data d := (F, G, Q, R^ S, Pq) transform to
dL := (F + GL, G, Q + LfRL + SL + L’Sf, R, S + L% Pq) . It is a
routine verification that P( t) is a solution to the Riccati
differential equation associated with d if and only if P(t) is the
solution to the Riccati differential equation associated with d ,L

(whenever they exist). The optimal feedback matrices L(d) and L(d^)
are related by

(2.3) L(d )(t) = L(d) ( t) - L.
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Summarizing, linear state variable feedback induces the

transformation

<P
L

D X R
mxn

D: ((F, G, Q, R, S, P ), L) ~

(F + GL, G, Q + SL + L'S' + L'RL, R, S + L'R, P ).

It has been recognized previously in literature that the feedback

transformation does not alter most of the basic features of the dynamic

optimization problem. See, for example, SILVERMAN [1976], MOLINARI

[1975], JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978], etc. Feedback transformation
is used to stabilize the system by JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978].
As we have shown above, the form of the linear quadratic optimization

problem does not alter under feedback, solution to the Riccati
differential equation does not alter, and the optimal feedback matrices
are related via a simple translation by L as in (2.3).

D. Change of variables in the Riccati differential equation.
This transformation arises from the fact that the solution to the

linear quadratic optimization problem is given in terms of the Riccati
differential equation

(1.6) dP[r)
dr

-1
= F'P(t) + P(t)F + Q - (P(x)G + S)R (P(t)G + S) ’,

P(0) = P .

Suppose we perform the change of variables

P(t) := P( t) - M

A

where M is an n X n constant symmetric matrix. For P(t), we

obtain the differential equation
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As is clear from this transformed equation, (2.5) is the Riccati
differential equation associated with the data (F, G, Q + FTM + MF,

R, S + MG, Pq - MG) .
transformed problem is

Furthermore, the cost associated with this

J(u(0, c> t ) : f° [x' (t) (Q + F'M + MF)x(t)
o

+ 2xT (T) (s + MG)u(t) +

+ uf (t)Ru(t) ]dr + xf (0) (P^ - M)x(O).

Recalling that x(t) is governed by

= Fx(t) + Gu( t) ,
CLT

we have

jmK‘), c, t ) /° [x'(t)Qx(t) +2x'(t)Su(t) +u'(t)Ru(t) +
o

+ ^~-(xf ( t)Mx( t) ) ]dr + xf(0)Pox(0) - xT(0)Mx(0)

J(u( •) , c, t ) - cf Me.

Thus, for every fixed initial state c, an Ínfima for J
M

only if an infima J exists. Further function

u(*) minimizes if and only if u(-) minimizes J, for each
fixed initial state c. Finally, P(t) is a solution to (2.5) if

/N

and only if P(t) + M is a solution to (1.6), and the associated

optimal feedback gain matrices are the same. Thus, this transformation
also preserves most of the basic features of the problem. To conclude,
let Sym(n) be the additive group of n x n symmetric matrices. We
then have the transformation

(2.6) cpM: D X Sym(n) -> D: ((F, G, Q, R, S, P ), M) «

(F, G, Q + F'M + MF, R, S + MG, Pq - M)
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This transformation occurs in several different contexts in system

theory literature. In the study of stability and optimality this

transformation arises in POPOV [1973]* In the study of stochastic

realization problem, this transformation has been considered by

CANDY [1975]* In the closely related problem of positive real matrices,
this transformation occurs in ANDERSON [1967]. BERNHARD and COHEN

[1973] consider a similar transformation for the inverse problem of

optimal control.

We will now combine the four different types of transformation

discussed above. This will constitute the action of the Riccati group

on the data space D or DS. Consider the set

(2.7) r := {(T, V, L, M): T in GL(n), V in GL(ra), L in

M in Sym(n)}.

We define a binary operation o between any two elements of r given

<TlV VlV V1L2 - L1T2>

It is easy to check that V with the binary operation o is a group.

We just note that e := (i, I, 0, 0) serves as the identity and the
inverse of (T, V, L, M) is (T \ - V ^LT, - T'MT). We now

define the map

(2.8) cp: D X T->D: ((F, G, Q, R, S, PQ), (T, V, L, M)) ^
A A A A A A

^ (f* g, q, r, s, P ),

+ T-1GL ?

where



Q, := T" (Q + F'M + MF) T + T' (S + MG) L + L' (S + MG) ’T + L’RL,

R := VRV,

S := (T’(S + MG) + L’R)V,

P := T’(P + M)T.
o v o

In an entirely analogous manner, we can define the action of the

Riccati group P on the space DS corresponding to the infinite-time

zero terminal state problems as

t: DS X r -> DS: ((F, G, Q, R, S), (T, V, L, M)) k» (F, G, Q, R, S)
A A A A A

where F, G, Q, R, S are as above.

It is easy to check that the function ep satisfies the following

rules: for any 7^, 7^ in r and d in D,

(2.9) 7-prp = cp(cp(d, 7X), 72)
(2.10) cp(d, e) = d.

In fact the binary operation o in P was defined precisely so

that (2.9) and (2.10) hold.

3. Invariants, Group Actions, and Canonical Forms.

Let W be an abstract denoted multiplicatively and Z be a set.

We say that W acts on Z (on the right) iff there exists a map

p: Z x W -)Z such that for any w^, w^ in W and z in Z, we
have

) = u(|i(z, W-j) , w

(Here e is the identity of W.) The triple (W, Z, p) is called an

algebraic transformation space and p is called the (right) action of
W on Z. For any z in Z, z«W := {p(z, w) : w in W} is called the
orbit of z. Also, for any z in Z, we define the stabilizer of z

to be W := (w in W: p(z, w) = z); i. e., the stabilizer of z consists
of those group elements which leave z fixed. It is easy to check

that the stabilizer is a subgroup of W.z

|a(z W1W2
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Now let Y be any other set and f: Z -»Y be a function. Then f

is said to be invariant (under the action of W) iff for any z in Z

and w in W, f(p(z, w)) = f(z). An invariant f: Z -> Y is called

a complete invariant iff for any z^, zQ in Z, f(z^) = f(z ) implies
z., = w) , for some w in W. The set Y is said to parametrize
the orbit space iff f is a complete invariant and f is surjective.
In this set theoretic setup, there is a trivial solution to the problem

of finding a set Y that parametrizes the orbit space. One can choose

Y to be the set of orbits of z in Z. However, such a solution, in

general, is not very useful. It is more desirable to have S with

some mathematical structure.

A group W is called an algebraic group iff (i) W is an algebraic

variety, (ii) the two maps a: W X W ->W: (w^, wQ) r-> w^w^ and
¡3: W ->W: whw ^ are morphisms. Now suppose W is algebraic group

and Z is an algebraic variety such that the map

p: Z X W -*W: (z, w) i~>p(z, w)

is a morphism. We then say that W acts on Z morphically. In such

a situation, we may require the parametrizing set to be an algebraic

variety. This problem is one of the central problems of the modern geometric

invariant theory pioneered by MUMFORD [1965]. TANNENBAUM [I98O] is an

excellent reference for an expository account of geometric invariant

theoretic aspects of linear system theory.

The action cp of T is a right action on D follows directly from (2.9)
and (2.10). However, there are certain difficulties in directly applying

the machinery of geometric invariant theory to the action of Riccati

group on D. The main difficulty lies in the fact that D does not
seem to have any algebraic geometric structure. The principal reason

for this seems to be the condition R > 0. The positivity of a

symmetric matrix is well known to be equivalent to certain polynomial

inequalities (in the entries of R). Thus, it does not seem to be

possible to apply the results of geometric invariant theory directly.
In any case, it is easy to prove that r is a linear algebraic group.
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However, whether r is linearly reductive seems to be a difficult

question as well.

The next three chapters are concerned with answering questions on

invariants and canonical forms for the action of r on D. We do use

some aspects of modern invariant theory, but only after certain

preliminary reductions of the original problem to somewhat more

manageable situations.



CHAPTER III. STATE SPACE AND FEEDBACK GROUPS

The purpose of this chapter is to review some relevant results about

the action of the state space and feedback groups on the space of

reachable systems. The results described here will be the main

preliminary material for obtaining invariants and canonical forms for

the action of the Riccati group. This chapter is divided into two

sections: first we discuss invariants and canonical forms for the

action of the state space group, and next we discuss the action of the

feedback group. Most of these results have been known for the past

several years. We present a new result on the action of the state

space group which may be viewed as a geometric counterpart of some

previously known results on invariants due to POPOV [1972].

Let us define the space of reachable systems

E := {(F, G): F in R0*11, G in R0X1,1, (F, G) reachable};

i. e., Z denotes the set of all reachable systems with n states and

m inputs. As in the preceding chapter, the group of state space

basis changes GL(n) acts on Z in the following way:

X: Z X GL(n) -* Z: ((F, G), T) (T_1FT, T_1G) .

It is easy to verify that X is a right action of GL(n) on Z. The
feedback group is defined as

r\p := {(T, V, L) : T in GL(n), V in GL(rn), L in j^rnXrij>

r is a group under the multiplication ° given by

+ V

acts on Z according to

6: Z x r Z: ((F, G,), (T, V, L)) *-» (T-1FT + T_1GL, T_1GV) .

G is called the feedback action. It is easy to verify that 6 is a

17
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right action of on Z. The groups GL(n) and can be naturally

identified with subgroups of the Riccati group; in fact, this is the main

reason that leads us to study actions of these groups on the space of

reachable systems.

4. Invariants for the State Space Group Action.

The action X of GL(n) on Z has been studied extensively from
several points of view. A complete set of invariants, canonical forms,

and a geometric quotient have been discovered. We shall describe

some of these results very briefly. For detailed proofs and discussions,
the interested reader is referred to POPOV [1972], KALMAN [1972, 1974],
HAZEWINKEL and KALMAN [1976], HAZEWINKEL [1977], TANNENBAUM [I98O],
BYRNES and GAUGER [1977], and others.

Define the reachability matrix map

(4.1) p: (F, G) *-> (G, FG, Fn-1G) =: p(F, G)

Number the columns of p(F, G) lexicographically (from left to right)
as 01, 0m, 11, lm, (n - l)1, (n - 1)m.
A nice selection is defined to be a subset v of these indices of

size n such that if ij belongs to v then üj belongs to v

for £ < i. For a nice selection v define

PV(F, G),

where py(F, G) denotes the n x n submatrix of p(F, G) consisting
of the columns indexed by the nice selection v. One of the key

results of KALMAN [1974] is that (F, G) is reachable if and only if

py(F, G) is nonsingular for some nice selection v.

(4.2) REMARK. For each nice selection v

U
v

of Rnxn Rnxm "by

define open affine subsets

{(F, G) in RnXn x R0X111: det p (F, G) * 0), (Uy
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It is easy to see that GL(n) acts on Z in such a way that

X(U ) C U^; i. e., is stable under the action of GL(n). Further,
[U^: v a nice selection} constitutes an affine open cover of Z.
TANNENBAUM [1980] shows that GL(n) acts on Z, and hence on each

Uy, with closed orbits. Using the geometric invariant theory of
MUMFORD [1965], TANNENBAUM then proves that a geometric quotient

for the action of GL(n) on U^ exists for each nice selection v.
Finally, using the techniques of modern algebraic geometry, it is
shown that "patch up" in such a way that a geometric quotient for

the action of GL(n) on Z exists. This geometric quotient turns

out to be a smooth, irreducible, quasiprojective variety of dimension
nm. However, we will not work directly with this geometric quotient.

Following POPOV [1972], we will now describe how a special nice

selection, called the Kronecker nice selection, can be naturally
associated with every reachable system (F, G) in Z. Let (F, G)
be a reachable pair. Consider the ordered set of vectors

A := igj/ ***’ Sra> Fg_^, • • m •••* 1 §>2/ • • • í 1 )>

where is the i-th column of the matrix G. In other words, A

consists of columns of p(F, G) listed from the left to the right.

A vector F g. is said to be an antecedent of another vector F^g
J i p qiff im + j < pm + q; i. e., F g. occurs to the left of F g in

the list A. We can now define some well known invariants of the pair

(F, G).

(4.3) DEFINITIONS. Let (F, G) be in Z and j be an integer,
1 < j < m. Then the j-th unordered Kronecker index K. of (F, G)
is the smallest integer K such that

J

F"g.. is linearly dependent

upon its antecedents. Integers K±, K ,
K

m
are called the

unordered Kronecker indices of the pair (F, G) . The integers
m a/c *, K *, ..., K * obtained by reordering K-, /c_, ..., K1 2 7 m l7 2 7 m —

nonincreasing order are called the ordered Kronecker indices of

(F, G) . We note that the condition rank G = m is equivalent to the
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condition i = 1, 2, ..., m. We will often make this assumption

for the sake of notational and computational simplicity. Let us define

Z := {(F, G) in Z: rank G = m).

Let (F, G) be in Z with unordered Kronecker indices /<_,, /<■ , .... K .v 7 ' l7 277 m

There is a nice selection v naturally associated with the unordered
rC

Kronecker indices, defined as follows: a (double) index ij belongs to

v iff i < K .. v is called the Kronecker selection of the pair
K j K

(F, G). By chasing the definitions, it is easily seen that

(4.4) det pV/c(F, G) * 0.

We will now describe some of the main results of POPOV [1972] on

the invariants of the action of GL(n) on Z. So, let (F, G) be a

reachable pair. For the sake of notational simplicity, let rank G = m;

i. e., (F, G) belongs to Z. Then Corollary 1 of POPOV [1972] states

that there exists a unique set of (indexed) real numbers

( U . 5) (C^ijk* ^ = 2, •••> ¿ = 2, •••; Í “ 1,
k = 0, 1, ..., min(/c., K. - l) ; or i = 1, 2, ..., m,

j - i, i + 1, ..., m, k = 0, 1, min (k., k .) - 1),
1 • 1

such that

(4.6) Ki
F "g-

m

z
j=i

V -rfc
L OC. F g .,

where for each i, j the summation with respect to k runs over the
index set defined above.

F g. on its antecedents.
1

(aiák> determines the linear dependence of

Note that the index set of OL. Ts in the
ijk

above list depends only upon the unordered Kronecker indices; we denote
this index set by A

K
where K = (/c^, K2

. , K ) .7
nr

Let N
K

be the

cardinality of A

ordered N^-tuple
K

Let a(F, G) denote the (lexicographically)

^ilk^ * We can now state

(4.7) THEOREM

(F2, G2) be in
(POPOV [1972, THEOREM 1]) . Let (F,, GJ and.

Z. Then (F^, G^) and (F2, G^) belong to the same
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orbit under the action X of GL(n) if and only if (i) the unordered
Kronecker indices of (F^, G^) and (F^, G^) are the same and (ii)
Q'(F1, Gx) = a(F , G ) .

Further, if k = (/c^, .
integers satisfying /c > 1 and

.., K^) is an m-tuple of positive

+ . . . + K = n,12 m

and a is any N^-tuple of real numbers, then there exists a pair (F, G)
in E such that K , K

m
are unordered Kronecker indices of

(F, G) and a(F, G) = a.

Roughly speaking, unordered Kronecker indices and a(*>*) constitute
a complete, independent set of invariants for the action of GL(n) on £

We will now describe the algebro-geometric structure of the set of

reachable pairs having the same unordered Kronecker indices. Let

K — (^2/ k2> # * * ’ ^a-)
and + ko + ...

be a fixed set of integers satisfying
+ K = n.

m

are K±, k2’ k ). We now have
m

K± > 1,
Let £(k) be the subset of £ defined

by £(/c) := {(F, G) in E: the unordered Kronecker indices of (F, G)

(4.8) THEOREM. Let be as above. Then £(/c)
has the structure of an affine variety. The function

a: E(k) r'k: (f, G) ^a(F, G) egular The

pair (a, ÍO constitutes a geometric quotient of £(/c) under the
action of GL(n).

PROOF. We first set up some notation. For each integer i
1 < i < m, and any (F, G) in R

nxn
X R

nxm
let Ant.(F, G) denote

i

the submatrix of p(F, G) consisting of the columns indexed by j£ in
the nice selection satisfying £ + mj < i + mK.. In other words,

Ant.(F, G) consists of antecedents of F^g. which are in p (F, G) .
1 1 vk

Define the (polynomial) map

Ant : e"*" X j"*”1 jtXHi; (F> G) „Ant (F, G).
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Here ]\L denotes the (fixed) number of columns of Ant^(F, G). Let J
K

denote the set of integers j 1 < j < m such that N. < n.
J

We will now give equations which give Z(/c) as a subset of

Enxn nxm We start by noting that

(4.4) det PV/C(F, G) 0

is a necessary condition for
Ki

condition is that F g. be

(F, G) to be in Z(/c) . The additional

linearly dependent upon its antecedents in

V
K

l. e. should be linearly dependent upon the columns of

Ant^(F, G) . For any matrix
minor of B, j = 1, 2, ...,

B, let m.(B) denote the j-th largest
J

J, Then we must have

(Anti(F, m

for all possible j. It is easily seen that (4,4) and (4.9) are necessary

and sufficient in order that Kn, k^9 ••., K be the unordered Kronecker1' 27 7 m

indices of (F, G) .

Following the standard procedure of algebraic geometry, we now

introduce a new variable t. Then Z(/c) is isomorphic (as a quasi-

projective variety) to the (real) solutions of the equations

(4.10) t det pv (F, G) = 1

and the Equations (4.9) . This proves our assertion that £(/c) has the
structure of an affine variety.

We will now show that the map

oc: L(k) R . (F, G) -»a(F, G)

is a surjective regular map. Surjectivity follows directly from the
results of POPOV [1972] as described in Theorem (4.7). To prove that
a is regular, It is enough to show that

(4.11) (F, G)
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is regular for each index ijk in the index set A . Now, the mapK

(F, G) det (pv..(F, G))
-1

= t
K

is a regular map on Z(/<). It follows that

cp : Z(k) -*R: (F, G) I-» (i, j)-th entry of (pv (F, G))"1,BHJ — /C

is also a regular map for each i, j. Now for any (F, G) in Z(/c),
a. is (implicitly) given by
ijk

(4.12) FK±g. =
i M ijk

Let q denote the position of F^g^. in pV/^(F, G) .

by the q-th row of (pv (F, G)) \ we getK

Multiplying (4.12)

K
(cp y cp ... cp )f 1g. = a. .. .v ql q2 qn' ijk

K •

As cp. Ms and F ig. are regular on Z(/c), it follows that oc. is
ij i ijk

a regular map. Hence a is a surjective regular map.

Finally, (F^, G^) and (F^, G^) in Z(k) belong to the same
orbit under the action of GL(n) if and only if

a(F1, G]_) = a(F , G ).

It follows directly from the definition of geometric quotient, (see
MWMFORD [1965],) that (a, RN/<:) is a geometric quotient. □

The above result should be viewed as geometric invariant theoretic
A

reformulation of results of POPOV [1972]. We see that Z is a disjoint
union of affine varieties corresponding to various choices of unordered
Kronecker indices; on each of these affine varieties a geometric

quotient with respect to the action of GL(n) exists. In our work,
we will be working with these affine varieties.

(4.13) REMARK. We note that in the above theorem, existence of the
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geometric quotient for the action of GL(n) on Z(k) can be deduced

in a much easier way. It is known from TANNENBAUM [1980, Part 3,
Section 1, Corollary 1.6] that GL(n) acts on Z, and hence on Z(k),
with closed orbits. Recall that GL(n) is a linearly reductive group.

(See FOGARTY [1965].) Having proved that Z(/c) is an affine variety,
it then follows from MUMFOKD [1965, pages 27-30] that a geometric

quotient exists. The point here, of course, is that this geometric

quotient can be shown to be (QJ, R K) .

(4.14) REMARK. Results of the above theorem should be compared with

certain results of HAZEWINKEL [1980]. It is shown there that the

constructions of the well known "control canonical forms" are, in

general, "discontinuous". However, if one restricts attention to

these constructions on Z(k), then these constructions are indeed

continuous. It is well known that these constructions are closely

related to the invariants a. .. . We have shown that a. Ts are
ijk ljk

regular maps on Z(/c) . Thus the continuity of the constructions of

canonical forms on Z(/c) is natural.

5. Action of the Feedback Group.

We now turn our attention to the action of the feedback group on

Z. This problem has been completely resolved due to the deep and

striking results of BRUNOVSKY [1970], ROSENBROCK [1970], KALMAN [1972],
POPOV [1972], WONHAM [1974], and others. The main purpose of this

section is to describe the stabilizer in the feedback group in a pair

(F, G). We start with a theorem that describes a complete set of

invariants under the action of the feedback group.

(5*1) THEOREM. The ordered Kronecker indices constitute a complete

set of invariants of the action of the feedback group on Z.

For various proofs of this result, the reader is referred to the

papers mentioned above.

Let (F, G) be in Z with ordered Kronecker indices
K-. > > ... > K >1. Then it is well known that by some element1 — 2 — — m -

of the feedback group, (F, G) can be transformed to (F^, G^) ;
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F* := block diag [F-^ F2 ... Fm],

block diag

where F , K. X K., K. X 1 matrices of the form
1 1/ 1

0 10. . .0 V
O O H • • • O 0

• •

• •

• •
’ Si

•

•

•

0 0 0. . .1 0

'O O o • • L° 1

The pair (F^, G^) is called the Kronecker canonical form of
In fact, a triple (T, V, L) that transforms (F, G) to (F„,
can be constructed using the invariants a. ..

ijk
exists a regular map

In other words,

(F, G).

G*)
there

5: E(k)

such that 5(F, G) transforms (F, G) to the Kronecker canonical form.

For our purposes, however, it is more useful to choose a slightly
different canonical form for (F, G) under the feedback group. In order
to describe this canonical form, we shall first set up some notation.
Let r :=/<_.> >...> k >1 be a given set of ordered Kronecker1 — 2 — — m —

indices. Define the Young1s matrix Y associated with this set of
K

indices to be an m x n matrix given by

if j < K.°
— i

otherwise.

Then the dual Kronecker indices 1 < j < r, are defined by

m

^r-i+1 = i = 1, 2, ..., r.

^•fs are the dual Indices in the sense of Young1 s diagrams to the
J

Kronecker indices K^'s. Let r(0) = 0 < r(l) < ... < r(q) := r
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be the unique integers such that

£-. — £n ••• — £ /1\ ^ £ hWi • • • = £ (r\\ <••• — £/ n\ £ t _\1 2 r(l) r(l)+l r(2) r(q-l) r(q-l)+l

• •• == £ / \ — m*
r (q)

To each integer i, 1 < i < r,

integer p(i) defined by £^ =

we can uniquely associate another

£
r(p(i))‘ Finally^ define

We note that in case the Kronecker indices are all equal; i. e.,

= ... = K = n/m, then12 m ' ’

As we will see in the following, the case of equal Kronecker indices

is relatively uncomplicated and leads to very elegant results.

Now let (F, G) be
/<-, > K > • • • > /C > 1.

1 — ¿ — — m —

feedback equivalent to

in Z with ordered Kronecker indices

Then it is easy to see that (F, G)

Here "0"

of zeroes

in ij-th entry of F
*

F. is the £. X £. n
i i l+l

is the £. X £. matrix consisting
i 3

matrix of the form

fi - [ií. oi-
i

*
and "0" in the i-th row of G denotes the £. X

i l+l
matrix
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consisting of zeroes. In case the Kronecker indices are equal, we have

F = F =
1 2

= F = I .

r-1 m

* *v
We call (F , G ) the dual Kronecker canonical form. It is easy to

see that (F , G ) can be obtained from (F^, G^) by a permutation
of state variables. Here again, there exists a regular map, ("built"
out of a. f s) ,

IJK

d: Z(/c) ry. (F, g) d(F, G),
-X-

such that d(F, G) transforms (F, G) to (F , G ). Throughout this
Xr

dissertation, (F , G ) will denote the dual Kronecker canonical form
for some choice of Kronecker indices. We now turn our attention to

*
the stabilizer in the feedback group of a pair (F , G )

a . m mb _ m a a a » m a a m a

Stabilizer

in the feedback group of the pair (F^, G^) Kronecker

canonical form) has been obtained by WANG and DAVISON [1976], BROCKETT

FUHRMANN and WILLEMS For the Riccati group problem,
% #

however, it turns out that the stabilizer of (F , G ) (in the dual

Kronecker canonical form) is more convenient. Let
* * *-

the feedback group. We partition T , V , L

z * *(T , V , L ) be in

as

T
11

T
12

T
lr

T
21

T
22

T
2r

*

T =

T
rl

T
r2

T
rr
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where T. . is an i. x í., V. . is an cr. X c., and L. is an m X
iJ i 3 1J * i* J i 1

matrix. The stabilizer subgroup of (F , G ) is characterized in the

following

(5-3) THEOREM. Let
* *\

(F , G ) be in the dual Kronecker canonical form

as described above. Then a triple
* * *

(T , V , L ) belongs to the stabilizer

of
■X" ~x~ X X

(F , G ) if and only if (T , V , L ) satisfies:

J > i,

det V.. 0, i = 1, 2
ii 7 7

• ^ •

3 >

where (3 = p( i) ;
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T . =
n

t

t

11 t12 ’
* * tip

•

1 , i
•

, i

21 t22 # * * t28

t1 t1
ql V

where i < r, p = 0( i) ,

. t
q3

where tis a cr. x cr. matrix satisfyingjk j k

tX = 0 for j < p(r - 1 + r(k - l)),

T. . =

t
£ Í

t

t* tJ
al a2

£
11 t12 * *

£
, £

21 t22 ' * ■ %

. t
£

ap

, r > i > j,

where

£ = r - i + j < r, p = P(j)> a = p(i);

finally,

L1 °’ \ ~ Tr(i-l)^i. °h i - 2, rV ' 1-1

The proof of this result is omitted since it is a very tedious and
%

cumbersome but straightforward direct verification. We will now state

a very simple corollary of the above theorem which describes the
stabilizer in case all Kronecker indices are equal. The description
in this case becomes simple and manageable.
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(5.4) COROLLARY. Let
* *.

(F , G ) be in the dual Kronecker canonical

form with Kronecker indices K = =

* * * 1 ¿
(T , V , L )

= K = n/m. Then a triple

belongs to the stabilizer of (F*, G*) if and only if

L* = 0, det V * 0.

The above corollary is much easier to verify directly. In the

following chapters, we shall make extensive use of these results.

Corollary (5*4) will be especially useful since in this case the
results are easy to formulate in an explicit form.



CHAPTER IV. ACTION OF THE RICCATI GROUP--I

In this chapter we shall develop an approach which leads to a

complete set of invariants and canonical forms for the action of the

Riccati group on certain subsets of the "optimization data space" D.

The results of this chapter are most satisfactory for the case of equal

Kronecker indices. In other cases the results are similar; however it

seems to be difficult to formulate these results in closed form due to

notational and computational complexity. An alternative approach

which also runs into somewhat analogous difficulties is developed in

the next chapter. Some of the results of this chapter will be used

in Chapter VI where we discuss system theoretic applications and

interpretations of the action of the Riccati transformation group.

This chapter is divided into four parts. First we discuss the

finite-time problems, next we give an expository account of the
invariant theory of q-tuples of square matrices under the orthogonal

group, we then reconsider finite time problems, and finally we consider
the infinite horizon-zero final state problems.

6. Finite Time Problems--!.

We recall that the Riccati group r acts on the data space D by

cp: D X r -*D: ((F, G, Q, R, S, PQ) , (T, V, L, M)) -» (F, G, R, S, PQ),

where

F = T_1FT + T_1GL,
~ -1
G = T GV,

Q, = T'(Q + F'M + MF)T + T'(S + MG)L + L'(S + MG)'T + L'RL,

R = V'RV,

S = (T'(S + MG) + L'R)V,
P = T' (P - M)T.o v o '

31
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We start with the following

(6.1) PROPOSITION. Let (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be in D and let the

ordered Kronecker indices of (F, G) be K- > /c0 > ... > K >1.
— 1—2— — m —

Then there exists a quadruple (T, V, L, M) in the Riccati group F

such that cp((F, G, Q, R, S, P ), (T, V, L, M)) = (F*, G*, Q, R, S, 0)
. * *

for some Q, R, S. Further, any two six-tuples (F^, G^, Q , R^, S^, 0)
and (F„, G„, Q^, R^, S„, 0) in D belong to the same orbit if and only

“ ^ y y y
if the ordered Kronecker indices of (F]_, Gj_) and (F , Gn) are equal,

****** ^ 2

(and hence F = F^ =: F ,

***-*- ^
G.. = G0 =: G ,) and there exists a triple

(T , V , L ) in the stabilizer in the feedback group of (F , G )
such that

(6.2) Q2 = (T*)'QXT* +

(6.3) S2 = (T*) •SXV* +

(6.4)
/ *» *

R2 = (V ) ’ R-^V .

[Here (F*, G*)

*. *
, *. * . *x *

XL + (L ) 'S^T + (L ) 'R L ,

*. *

1

explained in Chapter 3*]

PROOF. By the techniques of Chapter III, there exists a triple

(T, V, L) such that

F* = T_1FT + T_1GL,
* -1

G = T GV.

Choose M = P . Then
o

cp((F, G, Q, R, S, P ), (T, V, L, M))
* * A A A .

(F , G , Q, R, S, 0),

where Q, R, S are given by the formulas described at the beginning of
this chapter.
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Suppose there exists a quadruple (T, V, L, M) such that

cp((F*, G*, Qx, Rn, Sn, 0), (T, V, L, M))1 1 (F*, G*, Qg, R , S , 0)

Then

F =
2

1 * -1 *
T "F..T + T G. L,1 1

*

G2 "
-1 *

T GjV
* -¥r

Hence, by feedback invariance, the Kronecker indices of (F , G?)
. * *. . * ¿ *.

As (F , G )
^

* * *
be the same as those of (F^, G^j .

must
■K -K

and \F2> are

in dual Kronecker canonical form, it follows that F, = F =: F
-¥r -¥r ^

G = G =: G . Hence, (T, V, L) belongs to the stabilizer in the12 ^

feedback group of (F , G ) . Further,

and

0 = TT (0 + M)T = T'MT.

Since

where

T is nonsingular, M = 0. Hence, (T, V, L, M) = (T*, V*, I*, 0),
Jfc -)f y y

(T , V , L ) belongs to the stabilizer of (F , G ). Now the

Equations (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) follow immediately from the definition
of cp

-X-

Conversely, if (Fn, C. ) and have the same ordered
/ * *\

l7 ~l7 29
7 * *\ , *

Kronecker indices, and since (F.., G ) and (F , G ) are in the dual
.y. .y. .y. .y. .y y.

Kronecker canonical form, it follows that F1 = F =: F , G, = G = G .
* * * ^ ^ 1 ^

Further, if there exists (T , V , L ) in the stabilizer in the
y. -X-

feedback group of (F , G ) such that Equations (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4)
hold, then it follows directly from the definition of cp that

cp((F*, G*, %, R-,, S.,, 0), (T*, V*, L*, 0))1 1 1 1 (F0, G^, Q2, ^

Hence, (F*, G*, R^ S1, 0) and (F*, G*, Qg, Rg, Sg, 0)
to the same orbit. □

belong

This proposition shows that the problem of the action of the Riccati

group is equivalent to the problem of the action of stabilizer in the
feedback group on a certain space of matrices. As we saw in Chapter III,

y- -)£
the stabilizer in the feedback group of (F , G ) in the dual Kronecker
canonical form is completely determined by the ordered Kronecker indices.
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Thus, it is natural to study this problem for various choices of

Kronecker indices• The simplest among these cases is the case of equal

Kronecker indices.

Let us define a subset of the optimization problem data space

D as

D1 := {(F, G, Q, R, S, P ) in D : the ordered Kronecker

indices of (F, G) are equal}.

It is obvious that is stable under the action of the Riccati group.

Let (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) be in such that the Kronecker indices
of (F, G) are r = = ... = Km = n/m- By Proposition (6.l)
there exists (T, V, L, M) in r such that

cp((F, G, Q, R, S, P ), (T, V, L, M)) = (F*, G*, Q, R, S, 0).

Further, we need to consider the action of the stabilizer of the
. . A A A

feedback group of (F , G ) on matrices Q, R, S. For any n x n

matrix A and any n x m matrix B, let A
matrices such that

ij' B, be the m x mk

A11 A22 * *

A21 A22 * *

With this notation, we now have

(6.5) PROPOSITION. Let (F, G, Q, R, S, P )
the Kronecker indices of (F, G) are k^
Then there exists a quadruple (T, V, L, M) in

in D be such that

=
... = K = n/m.

m '
T such that

cp((F, G, Q, R, S, P ),
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/ * * 1 1 V

Further, any two such six tuples (F , G , Q, , I, S , 0) and
2 2

(F , G , Q , I, S , 0) with equal Kronecker indices belong to the
same orbit if and only if there exists an m x m orthogonal matrix

V such that

(6.6)
1 2

VrQ V = 0 ,^ij y
V’SÍV

k
s2V J» k = 1, 2, .. r• • >

PROOF. By Proposition (6.1), there exists a quadruple

(T, V, L, M) in T such that

cp((F, G, Q, R, S, P ), (T, V, L, M))
* * ~ ~ ~ .

(F , G , Q, R, S, 0)

Let V be an m X m nonsingular matrix such that VfRV = I. Such

a V exists since R symmetric Define

T := (V, V, ..., V). Then it is easy to see that

<P((F*, G*, Q, R, S, 0), (T, V, 0, 0)) = (F*, G*, Q, I, S, 0)

Suppose there exists a (T, V, L, M) in r such that

cp((F*, G*, Q1, I, S1, 0), (T, V, L, M)) = (F*, G*, Q2, I, S2, 0)

Then by Proposition (6.l), M = 0 and (T, V, L) belongs to the
-)£ -Xr

stabilizer of the feedback group of (F , G ) . Hence L = 0. Further,
VfV = I implies that V is orthogonal. By Corollary (5.4),
T = diag (V, V, ..., V) . Equations (6.6) follow directly from Equations

(6.2) and (6.3) .

Conversely, if V is any m X m orthogonal matrix such that

(6.6) holds, then it follows directly from the definition of cp that

cp((F*, G*, Q1, I, S1, 0), (T, V, 0, 0)) = (F*, G*, Q2, I, S2, 0) .

where T := diag (V, V, ..., V) . This completes the proof. □

This proposition shows that the problem of the action of the Riccati

group on "data space" corresponding to equal Kronecker indices can be
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reduced, to the action of the orthogonal group on matrices Q. ., S as
1J K.

given by (6.6). It will be seen later that in some other cases as

well, the problem is essentially that of the action of the orthogonal

group on a bunch of matrices. In view of this, we make a brief

digression and describe the invariant theory of q-tuples of matrices

under the action of the orthogonal group.

7. The Orthogonal Group

The purpose of this section is to describe certain somewhat recent

results on the invariants of the action of the orthogonal group on a

space of matrices. Most of these results are originally due to

SIBIRSKII [1967], which were later rediscovered in an extended form

by PROCESI [1976]. We will state only those results which are

relevant to our problems. For detailed proofs and related results

involving other classical groups, see SIBIRISKII [1967] and PROCESI

[1976].

Let W be the space of q-tuples of m x m matrices. The group

0(m) of m X m (real) orthogonal matrices acts on W as given by

X: W X 0(m) -^W:((A1, Ag, ..., Aq) , V) »-> (V'A^V, VTA2V, ..., V'AV).
The problem is to find invariants of the action X. Let R[W] denote

the ring of real valued polynomial functions on W. It is easy to
2

see that R[W] is isomorphic to the ring of polynomials in qm

indeterminates with real coefficients. Let RO be the subring of

R[W] consisting of those functions which remain invariant under the

action X of 0(m) on W, i. e., f in R[W] belongs to RO if
and only if

i'((A1, A2, Aq)) = f((V'A^, V'A2V, VA V))
for all (A^, A^, ..., A^) in W and V in 0(m) . Let
C*dP 0¿2’ $2’ • • • y Pq noncommuting indeterminates.
For any monomial f(a^, a^, ..., a^, ..., p^) in these
indeterminates with real coefficients, we associate a polynomial
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function

tr f: W-*R: (A^ Ag, A ) H tr(f(A^, A^ A AT A1
> ^qj ^2/ 2’ * Aq^

We now have the main

(7.1) THEOREM. (SIBIRSKII [1967, Lemma 2], PROCESI [1976, Theorem

7.3])* The ring RO is generated as an R-algebra by the elements
tr f, where f is a monomial in noncommutative indeterminates

Qq, ^2’ • • • 9 i^2’ •
two q-tuples (■^1 > • •

the same orbit if and only

- Pq
' V
if

m
with deg f < 2 - 1. Further, any

and (Bq, B^, ..., B^) belong to

tr f ((A1, A2, A )) = tr f ((B^ B£, B ))

for all monomials f in the above mentioned generating set.

Let f_, f^, ..., f.T be all the distinct monomials1* 29 N
noncommutative variables QL, a_, ..., Ct , g_, ...,V 2' ’ q 1 2* 7

<2 - 1. For a given q-tuple A = (A , A^, ..

W, let

in the

P of
q

, A ) in' qy

Tr A := (tr f (A), tr f (A), tr fN(A)).

Then, in light of the above theorem, Tr A is a complete invariant

for the action of 0(m) on W.

It is known that the orthogonal group is a linearly reductive

group. Thus, X is the action of a linearly reductive group on an

affine variety. By Theorem (5*9) of FOGARTY [1969], it follows

immediately that the ring of invariants RO is finitely generated.

Theorem (7.1) gives explicit formulae for a set of generators.

We now consider the problem of canonical forms for the action X

of 0(m) on W. In a private communication, C. Procesi has indicated
that it is likely that global canonical forms do not exist. However,
we have been able to get canonical forms on certain dense open
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subsets (in the Euclidean topology) of W. For any integer i,
1 < i < q, define

Wt = (A = (Ax, A2, , A^) in W: the (real) eigenvalues
of (A. + A!)v

i i
are distinct).

Now, let A be in W^. Let V be an orthogonal matrix such that

V'(Ai + Apv/2 = diag (A^ 7^, Ar) , \ > > ... >

Further

VA V = V (A. + AL)v/2 + V (A. - Al)v/2i 1 I i 1

= diag (A^, A^, ..., A^) + a skew-symmetric matrix

We call a matrix M quasi-skew-symmetric iff M is the sum of a

diagonal matrix (with decreasing entries) and a skew-symmetric

matrix. Thus, any A in W. can be transformed by an orthogonal
matrix to A such that A. is quasi-skew-symmetric.

Now let A, B in W. be such that A., B.7
i i7 i

are quasi-skew-symmetric

If A, B belong to the same orbit under 0(m), then there exists an

orthogonal matrix V such that VTA.V

particular,
V 3 — 1, 2, • • • y q In

VrA.V = B..
i l

Since A^, B^ are quasi-skew-symmetric, it follows that the diagonal
parts of A^ and B^ are equal. Since the diagonal entries of
A^ and B^ are distinct, it then follows from elementary linear
algebra that

), €. = + 1 or - 1.
nr i

This ambiguity can be resolved by fixing signs of certain (non zero)
off diagonal entries of A.fs. Thus, on each W. we can obtain a

J i
canonical form under the action of X.

V = diag (e , e ,
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Finally, we note that each VL is a dense open subset of W.

For, A belongs to Vh if and only if the characteristic polynomial
of (A^ + Ap has no repeated roots. Using resultants, it is easy
to show that Vh is the complement of an algebraic set of strictly
lower dimension.

8. Finite Time Problems—II

We now resume our discussion of Section 6. It was shown in

Proposition (6.5) that for the case of equal Kronecker indices, every

orbit contains a six-tuple of the form (F , G , Q, I, S, 0) . Let

(Q, S) denote the ((n/m) + (n/m)) =: q-tuple consisting of the
ordered in some fixed way. It now followsm x m matrices Q.

ij
immediately from Proposition (6.5) and Theorem (7.1) that Tr(Q, S)
forms a complete invariant. More precisely, we have

(8.1) THEOREM. Let (F, G, Q, R, S, Pd) be in D,. Then there

Q, S such that (F , G , Q, I, S, 0) is in the same orbit
as (F, G, Q, P, S, P^) under the action of the Riccati group. Let

TR[(F, G, Q, R, S, P )] denote Tr (Q, S) . Then

TR: D ->|N: (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) •-> TR[ (F, G, Q, R, S, P )]

is a well defined function. Further, any two six-tuples
d

1 (Fx, G^, Q^, R.J-, S^, P0^) and d2 = (F2, G2, Qg, Rg, Sg,
in belong to the same orbit if and only if TR[d^] = TR[d^].

PROOF. The theorem follows immediately from Propositions (60)
and (7.1) • □

We note that using the techniques outlined at the end of the

previous section, we can obtain canonical forms for the action of the
Riccati group.

We will now treat another special case which corresponds to

strictly unequal Kronecker indices. Let us define
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:= {(F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) : the ordered Kronecker indices of

K±> k2> > K
m

In this case, we shall outline a procedure that leads to a canonical form

(and hence a complete set of invariants) for the action of the Riccati

group on D^. In order to motivate this procedure, we start with an
example.

Let = 2 > k2 = 1. The dual Kronecker canonical form is

1

0 '
_ l

i 0 0 0

(8.2) F* = 0 i 0 0 G* = 1 0

0 i 0 0 0 1

* * *

Now (T , V , L ) belongs to the stabilizer of the feedback group of

(F , G ) if and only if

0

t

t arbitrary.

Now by Proposition (6.1), we can restrict our attention to six-tuples
of the form (F , G , Q, R, S, 0). For any given R, there exists a

lower triangular matrix V such that

(V )’RV = I.

.-X-*

Then, (T , V , 0, 0) transforms (F , G , Q, R, S, 0) to

(F*, G*, Q, I, S, 0). Wow let
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~

0 0 0
*

, T =

1 0 t
*

V = I,
*

L =
0 t 0

0 1 0

_0 0 1_

-)f “X" *)(■-)(-
Then under the action of (T , V , L , 0), (F , G , Q, I, S, 0)

/ * * 1 1 \
transforms to (F , G , Q , I, S , 0) where

-X- -x-

(T )'QT + (T*) SL + (L*) 1
ST + (L ) ' L, S =

/ *\(T ) t S + (L ) t

Let us consider the transformation that S undergoes:

ij-th entry of S) ,

denotes

Choose

11 -*sll + s51, S12

21 s21’ S22 ' S22

31 S3ii S32-"s32

—

_S22‘ Then S,22

S12 + tSJ2'
+ t,

0. This shows that any element of D
*

2

can be transformed to (F , G , Q, I, S, 0) such that s^ = 0.
, * * 1 1 . , * -x- 2 2 x

Further, (F , G , Q , I, S , 0) and (F , G , Q , I, S , 0)
(with s

1

22 ~ 0,
2

S22 "
: 0)

there exist €. =
1

+1 or

ei 0 0

i

i—1
GP0 el 0

0 0 €2_ ■

€2 0 0

0 G1 0 s1

0

0 0 62_

belong to the same orbit if and only if

1, and

1
0 0

0
1

0

0 0
2

= Q2,

i
o

0
'2

= S
2

In other words, (F , G , Q, I, S, 0) with s^ = 0 is a canonical
form up to the action of "signature matrices" as described above.
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Consequently, modulo the action of such signature matrices, the entries
of Q, S in the above form constitute a complete set of invariants.

In general, we start by noting that any element of D can be

brought into the form (F , G , Q, R, S, 0) by a suitable element of
the Riccati group. Here (F , G ) denotes the dual Kronecker canonical
form associated with Kronecker indices K±> k2> > K > 1.

m —

Specializing Theorem (5*3) to this case, it is easy to see that

(T , V , L ) belongs to the stabilizer in the feedback group of

(F , G ) if and only if

T
11

0 0
i—1rH

L

> 0 . . ■ . 0

T
21 T22 *

0 V21 V22 *
0

*

T = •H •

*

, V = • •

• • • •

• • • •

rl Tr2 •
T
rr Vl • • • • V

mm

II [0 • Lp], v.. * 0,
li 9

•

1 = 1» 2, m,

and T_, L^, v_Ts satisfy the formulae in Theorem (5*3). Since
R is positive definite, there exists an upper triangular matrix V

such that

*

/ *
(V )*RV = I.

Then, with L = 0 and the appropriate T such that (T , V , 0) is
in the stabilizer of (F , G ), (T , V , 0, 0) transforms

(F , G , Q, R, S, 0) to (F , G , Q, I, S, 0) for some Q, S.
, * * 1 1

Furthermore, two elements (F , G , Q , I, S , 0) and
, * * p 2 x

(F , G , Q , I, S , 0) belong to the same orbit under r if and only
-)f -¥r

if there exists (T , V , L ) in the stabilizer in the feedback group
-X- -X-

of (F , G ) such that

* *

(V )'V = I
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and (6.2) and (6.3) hold.
*

.

that V = diag (e ,

But as V is lower triangular, this implies

ni e. = + 1
1

or - 1. Let us consider

the action of such elements of the feedback group on S as given by

(6.3). Partition S as

ST - [ s^, S', • ••* s^].

Choose V = I . It is then easy to verify that T..
* 11

action of (T , I, L ),

= la¬ under the

S. ->S. + T/. + ... + T'.S + L!,
1 1 (i+l)i i+l n r 1

i = 1, 2, ..., r.

/ *\
Let A be the set of indices ij such that the ij-th entry of (L ) 'L * . \
is free. Then we can recursively solve for L such that the (ij)-th

entry of S is zero for ij in A . We start with
Ij

S -> S + L .

r r r

It is clear that L can be chosen so that
r

ing to indices in A are zero. It can be
Ij

choice of L Tr(r-l)9 T(r-l) (r-2)9

the entries of S correspond-
r

easily verified that this

..., TNext we consider

S
n S - + Tf , -v S + L ..r-1 r-1 r(r-l) r r-1

Since T / .x is fixed, we can find L n to trivialize certainr(r-l) r-1
entries of S n which correspond to indices A . Clearly, thisr-l L

procedure can be recursively completed to obtain the desired L and
*

T .

-X- -X-

Hence, we may assume that (F , G , Q, I, S, 0) is in such a form
that the entries of S corresponding to indices in AL

Let

us denote the set of such matrices by SC. It is straightforward,
-X- -X- "1 I

though tedious, to verify that (F , G , Q , I, S , 0)
(F*, G*, Q2, I, S2, 0), with S1, S2 in SC, are in the same orbit

and

if and only if there exist €

that with
1' 29 ••• m

€. = + 1
1

or - 1, such
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diag (e , e , • • • ?

T. . = 0, for

2’

1 * J

we have

(8.4) T
*qV* =

2 *
Q , T sV* = s

2

In other words, (F , G , Q, I, S, 0) with S in SC is a canonical

form modulo the action of signature matrices as described in (8.4).

We now define an equivalence relation of pairs of matrices (Q, S) .

Any two pairs of matrices (Q^, S^) and (Q% S^) with Q^,
1 2

n x n symmetric matrices and S , S in SC are said to be sign

equivalent if there exist e^, • •

m
€. = + 1

1
or - 1, such

that Equations (8.4) hold. Clearly, sign equivalence is an equivalence
relation. Let [Q, S] denote the equivalence class of the pair (Q, S)
Let QS denote the collection of these equivalence classes. It is
obvious that each [Q, S] consists of a finite collection of pairs of
matrices. We can now state the main

(8.5) THEOREM. Let (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be any element of D^.
Then there exist matrices Q, S with S in SC such that

(F , G , Q, I, S, 0) is in the same orbit as (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq)
under the action of the Riccati group. Further, the assignment

qs: D2 -4QS: (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) i-> [Q, S]

is a well defined function from D
2

onto

d
2

in D
2’ qs(d^) = qs(d ) if and only

QS. Finally, for any d^,
if d^ and d^ belong to

the same orbit under the Riccati Group.

The above theorem gives a complete set of invariants in terms of
finite collections of pairs of matrices which can also be used to

construct canonical forms. We note the function qs which assigns
invariants is not a polynomial function of the data. This is mainly
due to the fact that in order to arrive at the canonical form, we had
to find a square root of R.
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Thus, we see that Theorems (8.1) and (8.5) solve the problem of
invariants and canonical forms for the cases of equal Kronecker indices

and distinct Kronecker indices. The general case is a ’'combination"

of these two cases. Analysis of the general case requires combining

the action of the orthogonal group and the "affine action" of L.

However, it seems very difficult to formulate any general results

along this direction. In the next chapter, we shall consider an

entirely different approach which also leads to invariants and canonical

forms, but runs into analogous difficulties.

9. Infinite Time-Zero Terminal State Case--i

As discussed in Chapter II, this problem arises when we consider

the action of the Riccati group on quintuples (F, G, Q, R, S) . In this

section, we restrict our attention to the subset of data space which

corresponds to optimization problems with equal Kronecker indices. We

have not been able to extend the techniques of this section to the

general case to obtain invariants/canonical forms. In the next chapter,

we shall reexamine this problem from an entirely different point of

view which leads to invariants and canonical forms.

Let us define DS^ to be the subset of DS as DS^ := {(F, G, Q, R, S)
in DS: the ordered Kronecker indices of (F, G) are equal}. We start

by choosing a Hurwitz polynomial

r-1 r-2
• • •

(For example, choose X(s) = (s + l)r.) Given a reachable pair (F, G)
with Kronecker indices *i = *2 =

= K = n/m
m

there exist a

triple (T, V, L) in the feedback group such that

-1 *
+ T GL = F ,s'

where is given by
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It is easy to verify that the characteristic polynomial of F is
x and hence the eigenvalues of F are in the left half plane. Wes

now have a preliminary

(9.1) LEMMA. A triple
, *

feedback group of (F^,
s

(T, V, L) belongs to the stabilizer of the

G ) if and only if

V = a nonsingular m x m matrix,

T = diag (V, V, V), L = 0.

1 H i *
PROOF. If T E T + T~ GL = F and T” GV = G , thens s 7

-1 * -1 * -1 * * *
T7 T + T G L T + T G L = F + GL .

It follows that

"X- -X"

Hence, (T, V, L) belongs to the stabilizer of (F , G )
s

if (T, V, L + L T - VL ) belongs to the stabilizer of
LX

if and only
* *N(F , G ) . By

Corollary (5.4), (T, V, L + L T - VL ) belongs to the stabilizer of
-x- * oc cc

(F , G ) if and only if

V = an m x m nonsingular matrix,

T = diag (V, V, ..., V),

L + L T - VL =0.
oc a
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However, if T = diag (V, V, ..., V) then L^T = VL^. Thus, (T, V, L)
* * a

belongs to the stabilizer of (F^, G ) if and only
a

V = an m X m nonsingular matrix,

T = diag (V, V, ..., V), L = 0. □

The above lemma shows that the

the dual Kronecker canonical form
-X" -X-

of the feedback group of (F , G )

stabilizer of the feedback group of

(F , G ) is the same as the stabili

Returning to the consideration of the Riccati group action on DS^,
we first have the following

(9.2) PROPOSITION. Any quintuple (F, G, Q, R, S) in can be
-x- ^

transformed to a quintuple of the form (Fr, G , 0, I, S) . Further,
(F , G , 0, I, S1) and (F^, G , 0, I, S^) in DSn belong to thes s X

same orbit under the Riccati group if and only if there exists an

m x m orthogonal matrix V such that

diag (v, v, v^sk = sk

PROOF. Choose a triple (T, V, L) such that

*LFi _1 * -1 *
T “FT + T GL = F , T GV = G .s'

Let Q , R^, S^ be such that

iK(F, G, Q, R, S), (T, V, L, 0)) = (F*, G*, R^ S )

Since R^ is positive definite, there exists an m X m nonsingular
matrix such that VjR-jV^ = With

Tx = diag (V , V , V ),

we have

t((F*, G*, Q , R , S ), (T , V , 0, 0)) = (F*, G*, 02, I, Sg),
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for some and S^. Since the eigenvalues of F^ are in the left
half plane, it is well known in the theory of Liapunov equation that

there exists an n x n symmetric matrix M such that

(F*)'M + MF* = - Qg.

Then

t((F*, G*, Qg, lf S ), (I, I, 0, M)) = (F*, G*, 0, I, Sg - MG).
A A

Combining all the transformations above, there exists (T, V, L, M) in
the Riccati group such that

A A A A * *

i|/((F, G, Q, R, S), (T, V, L, M)) = (F , G , 0, I, S),

where S := - MG.

This proves the first part of the proposition.

Now, (F , G , 0, I, S1) and (F , G , 0, I, S2) belong to
s s

the same orbit under T if and only if there exists (T, V, L, M) in
T such that

(9-3) t’V*t
s

(9-4)
-1 *

T G V

(9-5) / / *
TT((Fs

(9.6) (Tf(S1

(9-7) VfV =

-1 *
1 G L

*

*

G ,

1
+ MG)L + L' (S1 + MG) 'T + L'L = 0,

2
+ MG) + L')V = S' ,

Equations (9*3) and (9.4) are equivalent to T = diag (V, V, ..., V),
L = 0, and V any m x m nonsingular matrix. However, now (9-5)
becomes
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(F ) 'M + MF ‘ = 0.v
s s

*

Again, since the eigenvalues of Fo are in the open left half plane,s

it follows from the theory of Liapunov equation that M = 0. Finally,
VfV = I is equivalent to V being orthogonal. Thus, Equations (9.3)
through (9*7) are equivalent to

T'sb = s2

for some orthogonal matrix V and T = diag (V, V, ..., V) . Hence,

(F , G , 0, I, S ) and (F , G , 0, I, S ) belong to the same orbit
s s

under r if and only if there exists an orthogonal matrix V such

that

diag (V, V’, V')s\ = S2. □

We see that the problem of Riccati group action on DS^ essentially
reduces to the action of the orthogonal group on a space of matrices.

We can now apply the results of Section 7 to get a complete set of

invariants and canonical forms for the action of r on DS^. Given
any n X m matrix S, we partition it as

S’ = [sp sp Sp.

Let (S) denote the r-tuple of m x m matrices (S^, S^, ..., S^).
We can now state the following

(9.8) THEOREM. Let (F, G, Q, R, S) be in DS . Then there exists
^

/ * * 'V
an n x m matrix S such that (F„, G , 0, I, S) is in the same orbit
as (F, G, Q, R, S) under the action of the Riccati group. Let

TRS[(F, G, Q, R, S) ] denote Tr(S). Then

TRS: DS1 -»R11: (F, G, Q, R, S) »-> TR [ (F, G, Q, R, S) ]

is a well defined function (for some rj) . Further, d^ and d^ in
DS^ belong to the same orbit under the Riccati group if and only if
TRS[d1J = TRS[d ].
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PROOF The theorem follows immediately from Proposit

and (7.l). □

We note that using the techniques outlined at the end of Section 7

we can obtain canonical forms for S under the orthogonal group on

certain dense open subsets.

The idea of using Liapunov equation generalizes to finite time

problems as well. We state the result in

A A A A A A

(9.9) THEOREM. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) t>e in D and let X(s)
be an arbitrary Hurwitz polynomial of degree n. Then there exists

d = (F, G, 0, I, S, Pq) in the orbit of d under r such that the
characteristic polynomial of F is X.

V'RV

PROOF. Let V be an m X m nonsingular matrix such that
= I. By well known results on state-feedback, there exists an

m x n matrix L such that

det (si - F - GL) = X(s) .

(See ROSENBROCK [1970] for a proof of this.) It now follows from the
definition of cp that

cp(d, (I, V, L, 0)) = (F, G, Q, I, S, P ) =: d

for Q, S, Pq. It follows from the theory of Liapunov equation that
there exists an n x n symmetric matrix M such that

cp(d, (I, I, 0, M)) = (F, G, 0, I, S, P )

for some S and P . □
o

For the case of equal Kronecker indices, we can obtain canonical
forms and invariants following the techniques developed in this chapter
In general, however, this technique does not lead to canonical forms.

Theorem (9*9) will turn out to be useful in Chapter VI.



CHAPTER V. ACTION OF THE RICCATI GROUP--II

In this chapter, we shall develop an alternative approach to obtain¬

ing invariants and canonical forms for the action of the Riccati group.

This approach is based on the associated algebraic Riccati equation.

Under the assumption that this algebraic Riccati equation has a real

symmetric solution, we derive invariants and canonical forms. We get

closed form results for invariants and canonical forms only for the

cases of equal and strictly unequal Kronecker indices. The difficulties

in the general case arise due to the fact that the stabilizer in the

feedback group plays a very critical role - just as in Chapter IV. This

stabilizer subgroup, in general, appears to be very complicated making

it difficult to formulate any general results on invariants. Some of

the results of this chapter have direct system theoretic applications

which are discussed in the next chapter.

10. The Algebraic Riccati Equation Approach

We start by defining certain subsets of the optimization data spaces

D and DS. For any quintuple (F, G, Q, R, S), recall that the

algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) is

(10.1) F'P + PF + Q, - (PG + S)R-1(PG + s) ' =0.

Now define

Dr := {(F, G, Q, R, S, P ) in D: the ARE (10.1) associated

with (F, G, Q, R, S) has a real symmetric solution).

In an analogous way, we have

DS0 := ((F, G, Q, R, S) in DS: the ARE (10.l) has a real
n

symmetric solution).

The key result in the subsequent development is the following
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(10.2) PROPOSITION. Let d := (F, G, Q, R,

belongs to if and only if there_K

Riccati group r such that

S, P ) be in D. Then d7
o

7 = (T, V, L, M) in the

AAA A A

for some F, G, R, and such that the eigenvalues of F are in the
closed left half plane,

PROOF. If d belongs to D then the ARE (10.1) has a real
R

symmetric solution. Furthermore, it is known that in this case there

exists a unique solution M such that with

L := - R-1(MG + S)

(F + GL) has eigenvalues in the closed left half plane. (See WILLEMS

[1971* Theorem 5]*) Then

Q = Q + F'M + MF + (S + MG) L + L'(S + MG) 1 + L'RL,

= Q + F'M+MF- (MG + S)R_1(MG + S) ' =0

and also

(S + MG) + LTR = 0.

Therefore, with T = I, V = I, we have

<P(d,(T, V, L, M))=(F, G, 0, R, 0, Po),
where

F = F + GL = F - GR_1(MG + S) ',

R = R, G = G, P = P - M.7
o o

Finally, M was chosen such that the roots of X^; are in the closed
left half plane.

Conversely, suppose there exists 7 = (T, V, L, M) such that
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cp(d, 7) = (F, G, 0, R, 0, Pq)
definition of cp, we have

for some F, G, R, P .’
o

Then by the

(10.3) Q = T'(Q + F'M + MF)T + T'(S + MG)L + L'(S + MG) ' T + L'RL = 0,

and

(10.4) S = (T'(s + MG) + L'R)V = 0.

Since V is nonsingular, (10.4) implies

(10.5) L' = -T' (S + MG)R_1.

Substituting (10.5) into (10.3), we have

0 = T" (Q, + F'M + MF)T - T" (S + MG)R-1(S + MG) 'T -

- T'(S + MG)R_1(S + MG)'T + T'(S + MG)R_1(S + MG) ' T,

= T' (Q + F'M + MF - (S + MG)R_1(S + MG)')?.

As T is nonsingular, it follows that M is a solution to the ARE (10.1).
Hence, d belongs to D0. □R

The above proposition may be regarded as the Riccati transformation

group interpretation of the condition that the associated algebraic

Riccati equation be solvable. We shall consider the consequences of

this result on spectral theory of linear-quadratic optimal control

problems as developed recently by JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978].

Thus, for each d in D , there exists a sixtuple (F, G, 0, R,

0, P^) in the orbit of d such that the eigenvalues of F are in
the closed left half plane. Therefore for the analysis of the action
of the Riccati group on D , we may restrict our attention to elements
of the form (F, G, 0, R, 0, P^) such that the roots of are in
the closed left half plane. The conditions under which any two such

sixtuples belong to the same orbit under r are given in the following(10.6)PROPOSITION. Let d = (F , G , 0, R^ 0, P^) and
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d^ = (F2, G^, Rg* P02^ be such that the eigenvalues of
F^ and F^ are in the closed left hand plane. Then d^ and d^ belong
to the same orbit under r if and only if there exists an n x n

nonsingular matrix T and an m x m nonsingular matrix V such that

(10.7)
T "S^T F2, T" 1G1V
T'P nTol po2, v'¥ V

PROOF. Suppose there exist nonsingular matrices T, V such that

(10.7) holds. It then follows from the definition of cp that

that

cp((F1, Gx, 0, R1, 0, Pol), (T, V, 0, 0)) = (Y2, G , 0, R^ 0, P )

Conversely, suppose there exists 7 = (T, V, L, M) in r such

cp(d^ 7) = dQ.2

Then we have VR^V = R^. Furthermore,

T'(F|M + MFX)T + T'MG-jL + L'G^MT + L'R-jL = 0, (T,MG1 + L'R^V = 0

As V is nonsingular, it follows that

L' = - T'MG^1.
Consequently

T'(F^M + MF1 - MG^’^KlT = 0

As T is nonsingular, M satisfies

F^M + MFX - MG1R^1G^M = 0.

We also have

F =
2 T_1F:lT + T_ 1G1L t-1(f1 GiR^G^M) T
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As the eigenvalues of F2 are the left half plane, it follows that the

eigenvalues of F^ - are also in the closed left half plane.
Thus, M is a real symmetric solution to the ARE (10.1) associated with

(Fi, G^, 0, R^, 0) such that the eigenvalues of F^ - ^lRi^iM are
in the closed left half plane. Since the eigenvalues of F^ are also
in the closed left half plane, the n x n matrix consisting of zeroes

is also one such solution. However, by the uniqueness of such a solution

(see WILLEMS [1971, Theorem 5]), we must have M = 0. Consequently,
L = 0. Thus,

T'^T = F2, T- 1G1V = G , T*PolT = Po2, V’R V = Rg. □

We thus see that every element of D can be brought into the formR

(F, G, 0, R, 0, P^) by a suitable element of the Riccati group. Further,
such a form is unique up to state space transformations (GL(n)) and
the input space transformations (GL(m)). We will now show that these
actions are intimately related with the stabilizer of the feedback group.

We state the result in the following

(10.8) PROPOSITION. Let (F, G) be a reachable pair. Then there
exist nonsingular matrices T, V such that

-1 * * -i *
T FT = F - G L, T GV = G ,

for some m X n matrix L. Furthermore, for any two m X n matrices
-X- -x-

L^, L^ there exist nonsingular matrices T , V such that

, v / *v-l/ * -X- * , *v -1 * * *
(10.9) (T ) (F - G L^T = F - G L , (T ) G V = G ,

if and only if there exists L such that

the stabilizer in the feedback group of (F

*
v , L )

and

belongs to

/ *\ ”1/ *(V ) (L T

exists

PROOF. It

(T, V, L )

follows from the results of Chapter II that there
in the feedback group such that
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+ t_1gl5
Defining L := V_1L

y
we have

* -1 *
GL, T GV = G .

Equations (5.9) hold, if and only if

, -1 * * *
(T ) G V = G .

Now, (10.10) holds
stabilizer in the

holds if and only

2
if and only if (T , V , V*L

-X- -¥r
feedback group of (F , G ).
if there exists (T , V , L )

- lxt ) belongs to the

Equivalently, (10.9)
in the stabilizer in

the feedback group such that

or

/ *x-l, *
L2 = (v ) ±(L1T + L ) .

□

Let us now return to the consideration of the action of the Riccati

group T on D . Using the above proposition, we now have the followingR

(10.11) THEOREM. Let
A A A A /\ A /N v

d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be in D
R

Then there
* *

= F - G Lexist matrices L, R, P_ such that the eigenvalues of FT
Q J_j

are in the closed left half plane and there exists 7 in r such that

*

<p(d, 7) = (F , G , 0, R, 0, P ).

Further , any d = (F* - G*L , G*, 0, R , 0, P ) and

°2> °’ V V in D

i = (r* - ,
^ ^

* -

R'
such that the eigenvalues of F^ - G-^L-^

and F^ - G^L^ are in the closed left half plane, belong to the same2 2 2

orbit under r if and only if the ordered Kronecker indices of
/ * * *\
(Fi ■ GiLij Gi) and (F2 - g2l2, G ) are the same (hence,
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* *
F = F F

* * ■* *v
G-, = G^ = G ) ,1 2

and there exists

stabilizer in the feedback group of
/ *(F , G )

* * *

(T , V , L ) in the

such that

(10.12) L2 = (V*)~1(L1T* + L*),
(10.13) R2 = (V*)'RjV*f
(10.14) Pq2 = (T*)'P T*.

PROOF. By Proposition (10.2), there exist F, G, R, P^ such
that d = (F, G, 0, R, 0, P^) belongs to the orbit of d under T.
Further, by Proposition (10.8) there exist nonsingular matrices T, V

such that

G*L, T_1GV = G*.

Hence,

cp(d, (T, V, 0, 0)) = (F , G , 0, R, 0, P ),

where R = VTRV and P =
o T'P^T. This proves the first part of the

theorem.

By Proposition (10.6) dn and d0 belong to the same orbit1 '2
under T if and only if there exist nonsingular matrices T, V such
that

(10.15)

-1/ *
T X(Fx G*L ) T = F2 -

* «1 *

G2L2^ T G1V 02,

f P .T
ol

P , V'R Vo2* 1 R^ •

-)f -x-
Hence the ordered Kronecker indices of (F. - G L1, G-,) and
(F0 - G0L0, G0) are the same. Hence F^ = F2 = F , G^ = G2 = G .2 2 2 2

Further, by Proposition (10.8) Equation (10.15) holds if and only if
-x- -x-

there exists (T , V , L ) in the stabilizer in the feedback group

of (F , G ) such that



The above theorem shows that the problem of Riccati group action on

D can be reduced to the action of the stabilizer of the feedback group

on matrices L, R, P^. As discussed in Chapter II, the stabilizer
depends only on the Kronecker indices. This leads us to study the

problem for various choices of Kronecker indices. Again, the case of

equal Kronecker indices is the simplest to analyze as in Sections 6 and

8. Following the techniques developed in Section 8, we can also treat

the case of strictly unequal Kronecker indices. In fact, the results
here closely parallel the results of Sections 6 and 8.

Before analyzing the special cases, we have the following

(10.16) COROLLARY. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be in7
o

D
R

Then

there exist matrices L, P
o

such that the eigenvalues of F_ := F -

are in the closed left half plane and
A

belongs to the orbit of d.

L

d := (F , G% 0, I, 0, P )

*
G L

PROOF. Note that for any set of ordered Kronecker indices, and

any lower triangular matrix V , there exists T such that (T , V ,

-X-

belongs to the stabilizer of (F , G ) . By Theorem (10.11), we may
A A f

choose Q, = S = 0 and F = F - G L,, G=G for an appropriate

0)

1'
A

L such that the eigenvalues of F are in the left half plane,
choose a lower triangular matrix V such that V TRV = I. Then

Now

cp((F, G*, 0, R, 0, P ), (T*, V*, 0, 0))

*
= (F , G , 0, I, 0, P )

for some P and
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/ *\ -Le *
Noting that (T ) NT = F , the result follows. □Ju

We start with the case of equal Kronecker indices. Let

in D : the Kronecker indices
K

(F, G) are equal}.

D1R := {(F, G, Q, R, S, P )

Given any ra x n matrix L and n x n

be partitioned as

matrix P ,o'
let L and P

o

where £ := n/m. Now, by Theorem (10.11) for any d^ = (F , R^,
, P in Dn_, there exist matrices R^, P _ such that1 ol 1R 2 2 o2

belongs to the orbit of d^ under r. Let V be an m X m nonsingular
matrix such that V'R^V = I. Let

T := diag (V, V, V).

Then it is easy to see that

(T, V, 0, 0)) = (F* G*L, G*, 0, I, 0, P ),

where L := V_1L2T and TTP ^T. We now defineo2
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TR [a^ := Tr(Po, L),

where (P , L) denote the collection of matrices P . . and L_ . (Wev o' 1 oij k v
are following the notation developed in Chapter IV, Sections 7 and 8.)
We can now state the main

(10.17) THEOREM. Let

N

TR^: -»R": d -» TR^[d]

Then TR^ is a well defined function. Further, for any d^ and d^
in D^r, TRR[d^] = TR^[d^] if and only if d^ and d^ belong to
the same orbit under T.

PROOF. By the argument just before the theorem, there exists
an element of the form (F - G L, G , 0, I, 0, P ) in every orbit of

•X- -X- -x- o
D,_ under r. Further, d = (F - G L,, G , 0, I, 0, P ) and
d_ = (F - G Ln, G , 0, I, 0, P 0) in T) belong to the same orbit^

. 4=K * *x
under r if and only if there exists (T , V , L ) in the stabilizer

-)f -)£
of the feedback group of (F , G ) such that

1R

'2

(10.18) (V*)’V* = I

and (10.12) and (10.14) hold. Since the Kronecker indices of
are equal, it follows from Corollary (5.4) and (10.18) that

■x-
m x m orthogonal matrix, L = 0, and

* -x-

(F , G )
*

V is an

T* = diag (V*, V*, V*).

We, thus, see that d^ and d^ belong to the same orbit under r if
and only if

/ ** *
L_ = (V ) fL_T ,2 1

P _ = (T*)«P T*,o2
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where V is any m x m orthogonal matrix and T = diag (V , V , ..., V*) .

It now follows from Theorem (7.l) that TRR is a well defined function
and TR^fd^] = TR^d^] if and only if d^ and d^ belong to the same
orbit under T. □

This theorem is very similar to Theorem (8.1) of the previous chapter.

Essentially, the problem is the same: analyze the action of the orthogonal

group on a space of matrices.

The case of strictly unequal Kronecker indices can be treated using
the techniques developed in Section 8. Intuitively speaking, L

plays the role of ST and plays the role of Q. Here we state

the results without proofs since the proofs follow the pattern of Section

8. We start by defining

D2R := {(F, G, Q, R, S, P ) the Kronecker indices

of (F, G) K1>K2 K > 1}
m -

We now have

(10.19) THEOREM. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P_) be any element of
Q

Then there exist matrices P
-X-

eigenvalues of F - G L
*

o
and L with Lf in SC such that the

are in the closed left half plane and

d (F* - G L, G", 0, I, 0, P ) belongs to the orbit of d under the

Riccati group. Further, the assignment

£p: D2R QS: dn[P , LT ]
o

is a well defined function. Finally, for any dn and d in D ,¿

ip(d^) = ^p(d^) if and only if d^ and d^ belong to the same
orbit under the Riccati group.

Here we are following the notation of Section 8. Theorem (10.19)
should be compared with Theorem (8.5). Roughly speaking, in the approach
of the previous chapter, all the invariants occur in S and Q, whereas
in the approach of this section the invariants occur in L and P .
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Theorems (8.5) and (10,19) give a complete set of invariants in terms of
finite collection of matrices.

We conclude this section with the case of infinite time-zero

terminal state problems. We start with

(10.20) THEOREM. Let = (Fx, G1, R^ be in DS
R*

Then

L and an m X m matrix R such thatthere exists an m x n matrix

the eigenvalues of (F + G L) are in the closed left half plane and
*

d = (F + G L, G , 0, R, 0) belongs to the same orbit as d
d. = (F* - G*L_,, G*, 0, R,, 0) and d

r Further,

1 1 11 1 1 2 = (F* - G*L2, G*, 0, R2, 0)
DS^ such that the eigenvalues ofR

2

(F1 - G L )
2 2

and

in

(F* - G2L2)
in the closed left half plane, belong to the same orbit under r if

/ *
(Fn, Oandand only if the ordered Kronecker indices of (F.., G_)

-¥r -¥r ■)£ TH
F , G, = G_ =2 G ), and there

-k- *
are the same, (hence, F., = F =:

^

exists (T , V , L ) in the stabilizer of the feedback group of

2

1 2

/ *(F , G ) such that

/ *\ *
(V )'R1V = R2.

, *x -1, * *x
L = (V ) (L T + L ).

PROOF. Recall that the Riccati group r acts on DS the same

way as it does on D, except that the last term is omitted. With this

observation, the proof follows from the proof of Theorem (10.11). □

Again, one can analyze the special cases of equal and strictly

unequal Kronecker indices. The results are very similar to those
obtained in Chapter TV, Section 9* We omit the details.



CHAPTER VI. SYSTEM THEORETIC APPLICATIONS

In this chapter, we will examine some of the system theoretic

applications and interpretations of the Riccati transformation group

and the techniques developed in the last two chapters. The main

application of our results is to the spectral theory of linear-quadratic

optimization problems, developed recently by JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN

[1978]. We will show that their results can be considerably extended

and simplified using the Riccati transformation group. In particular,
we will show by using the Riccati group that the boundedness of

Ínfima in the infinite time free terminal state case is equivalent to

the positivity of an n X n symmetric matrix. We will show that the

Hilbert space operators which are the central objects of study by

JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978] are not invariant under the Riccati

transformation group. We will examine the behavior of Popov’s frequency

function under the Riccati transformation group. We will also show

that positive real transfer functions and the Riccati transformation

group are closely related.

11. Spectral Theory of Linear Quadratic Optimal Control

A spectral theory of linear quadratic optimal control problems has

recently been developed by JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978] in which

they relate the problems of boundedness of the infima to the spectra

of certain Hilbert space operators. Here we will examine these problems
in the light of Riccati transformation group. We will analyze

continuous-time versions of the discrete-time problems investigated by
JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978]. Our techniques and results apply

equally well to the discrete-time problems.

We start by precisely defining the dynamic optimization problems
that we will consider. Following WILLEMS [1971]* we define the infinite

time free terminal state linear quadratic optimization problem
associated with d = (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) in D as follows. Infimize
the functional

63
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(11.1) Jf(u(.)) = /°[x* (t)Ox(t) + 2x’(t)Su(t) + u'(t)Ru(t) ]dt +

+ x'(0)P x(0),

subject to the linear system

dx(t)/dt = Fx(t) + Gu(t),

lim x(t) = 0,

over all u(.) in

L^(- 00, 0] := {f: (-oo, 0] Rm: ||f(t) || is square

integrable on (- °°, 0]}.

Here the infimum is to be taken as the infimum of limits. It turns out

that the boundedness of the infima of infinite time free terminal

state problems is of critical importance in the existence of solutions

to the Riccati differential equations. We state the relevant results

in the following

(11.2) THEOREM. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) be in D. Then the
following statements are equivalent.

(i) For the infinite time free terminal state problem
associated with d,

inf J (u(.)) > 0,

where the infimum is taken over all u in L^- 00>
The Riccati differential equation associated with

(11.3) - dP(t)/dt = F'P(t) + p(t)F + Q - (P(t)G + S)R_1(P(t)G + S) ',

P(0) = Pq ,

has a solution for all t < 0
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(iii) For all t < 0 and c in Rn, the finite time linear

quadratic optimization problem associated with d, t, c

has a solution,

(iv) For all t < 0, the (zero initial state) finite time

linear quadratic optimization problem associated with

d, t, c = 0, has a solution.

(Sketch of the) PROOF. Equivalence between (ii) and (iii)
follows essentially from the classical results of KALMAN [i960]. See

ANDERSON and MOORE [1971* Section 2.5] for the details. Equivalence
between (iii) and (iv) follows from the reachability of (F, G).
The implication (iv) -» (i) follows from a trivial modification of a

result of WILLEMS [1971? Theorem 1].

We now prove ( i) (iv). Suppose that for some tQ < 0, the

finite time linear quadratic optimization problem associated with d,

t
o

and c = 0 does not have a solution. Then there exists a sequence

{ui]i=i> ui
^ *

in L0[tQ, 0] such that

lim
00

J(u.( ), t
o

Define

Í 0, for t < t ,

|ui(t), for t > tQ.

Then ÍL belongs to L^(- 00, 0] for all i. Now with x(t) = 0
for t < t , we have

o

Jf(l(*)) = J(u(0< t » 0) .

Hence, inf J (u(*)) = - °°. This contradicts (i). The result, thus,
follows. □

This result is the main reason for the importance of study of infinite
time free terminal state problems. WILLEMS [1971] and JONCKHEERE and
SILVERMAN [1978] consider the restricted case of Pq = 0. Our results
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of this section show that it is both natural and necessary to consider

the general case of Pq * 0 in order to get a satisfactory theory.
In fact, it turns out that P contains most of the critical information7

o

for the boundedness of infima.

The next theorem shows that the existence of solutions to the various

dynamic optimization problems remains invariant under the action of the

Riccati group.

(11.4) THEOREM. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be in D, ^ = (F, G, Q,
R, S) be in DS, y be in the Riccati group r, and tQ < 0. Then a
solution to the infinite time free terminal state (respectively, the
finite time, infinite time zero terminal state) linear-quadratic

optimization problem associated with d (respectively, d and tQ, d^)
exists if and only if a solution to the same problem associated with

cp(d, y) (respectively, cp(d, y) and tQ, \|f(d^, y)) exists.

PROOF. It follows from Theorem f 11.2) that the infinite time free
\ #

terminal state linear quadratic optimization problem associated with

(F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) has a solution if and only if the associated Riccati
differential equation (11.3) has a solution for all t < 0. However, if

P(t) is the solution to the Riccati differential equation associated
with d then it is easy to check (by direct substitution) that

TT(P(t) - M) T is a solution to the Riccati differential equation associated
with cp(d, 7). Conversely, if P(t) is the solution to the Riccati
differential equation associated with cp(d, 7) then (Tf) ^P(t)T ^ + M
is the solution to the Riccati differential equation associated with d.
It now follows from Theorem (11.2) that the infinite time free terminal
state problem associated with d has a solution if and only if the same

problem associated with cp(d, 7) has a solution.

The proofs for the finite time problems and the infinite time
zero terminal state problems are similar. □

The above result shows that in order to check the existence of

solution to a dynamic optimization problem defined by a point d in

D(or DS), we need to consider the problem at any one point on the
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orbit of d. This simple observation allows us to extend and simplify
the results of JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978] as we will demonstrate

in the following results.

Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) be any point of D. Then, by Theorem
(9-9) of Section 9> it follows that there exist matrices L, S, P

. ■x- . ^
such that d = (F, G , 0, I, S, P ) belongs to the orbit of d

* -x- ^
F := F + G L is asymptotically stable. Hence, in the light of

Theorems (11.2) and (11.4), we need only consider points of the fo

o

where

(F, G, 0, I, S, P ) where F is asymptotically stable. (Note that
we have dropped * from F, G as the actual canonical form of F, G
does not play an important role in the following development.) Let us

start with the infinite time free terminal state linear quadratic

optimization problem associated with a six tuple in the form (F, G, 0,

I, S, Po),
criterion is

F asymptotically stable Then the associated cost

(11.5) Jp(u(*)) = /°[2xf (t) Su( t) + u* (t) Ru( t) ]dt + xT(0)P x(0),
l—oo O

subject to the linear system

x(t) = Fx(t) + Gu(t),

lim x(t) = 0.
t->-°°

It is well known that the solution to the above equation is given by

/,\ F(t-t0) /, \ ft F(t-T)^ / \ .x(t) = e ° x(tQ) + e v Gu(x)dT.

As F is asymptotically stable, taking limit as tQ -> - 00, we get

(11.6) x(t) = T^Gu(T)dx.

Substituting (11.6) into (II.5) we get

Jf(u(0) = Iji' (t) (Pfu) (t)dt,
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where

(11.7)
_m,

pf: l2(- 00, 0] l“(- 0],

(11.8) Pf := PX + P2 + p3j

(11.9) Tm /

pr l2(- oc, 0] -*L“(- 0], i = 1,

(11.10) (pxu)(t) •• II

(11.11) OJ
a : = f°w(t - T)u(r)dT,

mm CO

(11.12) (p5u)(t) n, -F't_ rO -FT_ / v ,
:= G'e p J e Gu(T)dT,U«00

(ll.13)
, TT-f*
S'e G t > 0

= i, 2, 3;

w(t) : = G-e-rtS t < 0

0 t = 0

m
For any u, v in L^(- 00, 0], let us define

<u, v> := /°uf (t) v(t) dt.
'«CO

Then in this notation,

(11.14) Jf(u) = <u, pfU>

and is the Hilbert space operator defined above. We note that
+ p^ is a Wiener-Hopf type operator (with the "kernel" Rb(t) + w(t)

whereas p^ is a "Hankel like" operator. Thus, we have a decomposition
of p^ as the sum of a Wiener-Hopf operator and a "Hankel like"
operator. This decomposition corresponds to the decomposition obtained

by JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978, Section 2-E] of the discrete-time

analog of p_^ as the sum of a Toeplitz operator and a Hankel like
operator. Their proof involves some matrix manipulations and the system
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theoretic significance of these decompositions remains unclear. In our

case, it is clear from the definitions that pl + p2 (or, the Wiener-

Hopf operator) corresponds to the integral quadratic criteria whereas

p_, (or, the Hankel like operator) corresponds to final state weighing

matrix P
o

In any case, the final state weighing matrix P
o

is the

natural tool to "account" for the so called "Hankel perturbation",

(see JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978]).

We now have the following simple

(11.15) LEMMA, p is a bounded linear self adjoint operator.

PROOF. Clearly, p^ is a linear operator and p^ is a bounded
self adjoint. Since F is asymptotically stable, it follows from the
definition of w that there exist a, 3 > 0 such that

It then follows from GOHBERG and KREIN [i960, page 226] that p^ is a
bounded operator. As F is asymptotically stable, we can define

rO -Ft
J e
—00

GGf e

It is easy to check that

IIp3II < hIIpJI.
Hence pz is also a bounded operator.

page 197]

0],

<v, p,u>= /°vT (t) G-' e-F 'tP0/°e_FTGu( t) dxdt
J —00 —00

= /°uf(T)Gfe F TP0/°e F^Gu(t)dtdxLoo _oo

Since w(t - t) = w’(t - t) , it follows from YOSIDA [1964,
that p^ is self adjoint. Finally, for any u, v in LC)(- 00

py >•
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Hence p_ is self adjoint. Thus,
5

self adjoint operators. Hence, p

operator. □

p^ is the sum of bounded linear
is a bounded linear self adjoint

We can now analyze the boundedness of the infima for infinite time

free terminal state linear quadratic optimization problems in terms of

the Hilbert space operator. In particular, we have

(11.16) THEOREM. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be in D such that F
is asymptotically stable. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(i) The Riccati differential equation (11.3) associated with
d has a solution for all t < 0.

(ii) The operator p^ associated with d is positive semi-

definite.

^u> where pf is a bounded
linear self adjoint operator. Hence, by standard results on the

spectral theory of self adjoint operators, > 0 if and only if pf
is positive semidefinite. The conclusion follows from Theorem (11.2) . □

PROOF. Note that J (u) = <u, p

This sets up the stage for a detailed investigation on the spectrum

of pf along the lines of JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978, I98O]. We
will not pursue this avenue here as that is not our main purpose. In

fact, a direct analysis of the spectrum of p_^ seems to be difficult.
JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978, I98O] overcome these difficulties by

defining another Hilbert space operator whose spectrum differs from
that of pf only in zero. However, in the light of Theorem (11.4), it
is not necessary to compute the spectrum of p^ associated with
(F, G, 0, I, S, Pq) itself. It may be easier to check the positivity
of pf at some other point on the orbit of d. As a matter of fact,
this turns out to be the case.

Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) be in D. It follows directly from
the results of WILLEMS [1971* Theorems 3, 4, 5] that it is necessary

for the associated algebraic Riccati equation (ARE)
A A AA A AA A A 1 AA A

(11.17) F’P + PF + Q - (PG + S)R (PG + S)' = 0
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to admit a real symmetric solution in order that the Riccati differential
A

equation (11*5) associated with d have a solution for all t < 0.

However, if the algebraic Riccati equation (11.17) has a real symmetric

solution, then we are in the setup of Chapter V. In particular,

Corollary (10. l6) implies that there exist matrices L, P such that
^ ° *

(F, G, 0, I, 0, Pq) belongs to the orbit of d such that F := F + G L
is stable, (but may not be asymptotically stable). However, in order
to use the operator p^, we need to assume that F is asymptotically

stable. We will first restrict our attention to those points d for

which the resulting F turns out to be asymptotically stable. We will

give operator theoretic interpretations of these considerations later in

this section.

So, let d = (F, G, 0, I, 0, P^) be in D such that F is
asymptotically stable. It follows directly from our previous results
that the operator p in this case is

(11.18) p^ = p, + pf 1 3'

where P 1
and p are as in (11.10) and (11.12). We will now show that

p^. is positive semidefinite (respectively, definite), if and only if
a certain n x n symmetric matrix is positive semidefinite (respectively,
definite). The main result is based on the following simple

(11.19) LEMMA. Let H1
a: H

I
1

1

H

H

1

2
H

and p: H

1
and

2

V H2

and H^ be any two Hilbert spaces and let
H^ be any two bounded linear operators. Let

H^ be the identity operators. Then, for

any complex number A ^ 1, A belongs to the spectrum of
and only if A belongs to the spectrum of 1^ + ap.

I + pa if

I + pa

PROOF. Let A ^ 1 be a complex number in the spectrum of

\ Now, suppose A does not belong toLet 5 := (A - l)
the spectrum of I^ + ap.
operator. It follows that

Then (A - 1)1 - ap is an invertible

■2 - ^P is also invertible. It is easy

to check (by direct verification) that

[(A - 1)1 - pa][l2 - &p(l - Sap)
-1

a]5 = i-L.
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But this implies that (A - 1)I - pa is invertible. This contradicts
the fact A is in the spectrum of 1^ + pa. Hence, A must belong to
the spectrum of + ap. The converse follows by a symmetrical argument. □

We now return to the analysis of the operator p^ + p.,.
the operator p^ given in (11.12) can be written as

Notice that

where

(11.21) p^: L™(- % 0] u ^ P0/°^e”FtGu(t) dt,

(11.22) p^: |n -*Lg(- °°, 0]: x p^x, (p^x)(t) := G'e"F tx.
We now apply the result of Lemma (11.19) to check the positivity of

pl + p3*

(11.23) THEOREM. Let d = (F, G, 0, I, 0, P ) be in D such that F
is asymptotically stable. Define the matrix

(11.24) 7r := /0e“Ft,GG'e~F ht.'-00

Then, the operator pf(= px + p5) associated with d is positive

semidefinite (respectively, definite) if and only if the eigenvalues of

I + P tt are nonnegative (respectively, positive) .

PROOF. Note that p^ is the identity operator on L^(- 00, 0]
^ are given by (11.21), (11.22). As F is
^ are bounded linear operators. We can

now apply the result of Lemma (11.19) . It follows that any (real) number
A ^ 1 belongs to the spectrum of p^ if and only if it belongs to
the spectrum of

and p^ = p^p , where p^, p
asymptotically stable, p, , p
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However,

(p5P^)(x) = P0_/0e_FtGG'e F tdt x = Pjnc.

Consequently, the spectrum of consists of the eigenvalues of the
matrix I + P^rr modulo 1. Hence is positive semidefinite
(respectively, definite) if and only if the eigenvalues of (I + P^tt)
are nonnegative (respectively, positive). □

Thus, we see that in order to check the positivity of the operator

p^ associated with a six tuple d = (F, G, 0, I, 0, P ), it is
necessary and sufficient to check the positivity of the eigenvalues of

I + P ir.
o

Even though P^ and ir are symmetric matrices, P^ir may not be
a symmetric matrix. Therefore, a priori it is not obvious that I + P tt

o

has real eigenvalues. Note that by reachability of (F, G) , ir is

positive definite. Further, we may write

I + P IT = (tt’1 + P ) 7T.
o o

Thus, I + P^tt can be written as a product of a symmetric matrix and
a positive definite matrix. We can now use the classical results on

regular pencils of quadratic forms. The reader is referred to

GANTMACHER [1959* Chapter 10, Section 6, 7]• In particular, we have

(11.25) PROPOSITION. Let Pq
and 7T be positive definite.

tt be n x n symmetric

Then, the eigenvalues of (i + P tt)
nonnegative (respectively, positive) if and only if the n X n real

symmetric (r 1 + P ) semidefinite

PROOF. We can write

(I + P tt) = (tt"1 + P )tt.^
o o

Now, it follows from GANTMACHER [1958, Chapter 10, Section 6, Theorem 8]
that (I + P^Tr) has simple structure and real eigenvalues. Further,
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GANTMACHER Chapter 10, Section 7> Theor

that the eigenvalues of (I + P^ir) are nonnegative (respectively,
positive) if and only if (tt”1 + Pq) is positive semidefinite (definite) □

Note that (tt”"^" +Pq) is a real symmetric matrix. We now summarize
some of the main results of this section in the following

Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be in D. Then(11.26) THEOREM.
/ \ A

Riccati differential equation (11. $) associated with d has a solution
for all t < 0 only if the associated algebraic Riccati equation has
a real symmetric solution. Now, suppose that the algebraic Riccati

equation associated with d has a real symmetric solution. Then there

exist F, G, P such that d = (F, G, 0, I, 0, P ) belongs to the
orbit of d and F is stable. In case F is asymptotically stable,

A

then the Riccati differential equation associated with d has a solution

for all t < 0 if and only if the n x n real symmetric matrix

(tt™ + Pq) is positive semidefinite, where

tt : - /VFtGG'e-F,tdt
loo

/S /\ XV

The transformation from (F, G, Q,Some remarks are in order here.
A A A .

(F, G, 0, I, 0, P ) mainly requires a real symmetricR, s, p ) to
O

solution to the algebraic Riccati equation and finding a square root of
a positive definite matrix. Of course, there is no known finite

procedure to find solutions to the algebraic Riccati equation. However,

there are several efficient algorithms to actually compute the stabilizing
solution to the algebraic Riccati equation. In any case, our results

completely clarify and extend the investigation started by JONCKHEERE

and SILVERMAN [1978]. We note that our condition that F be asymptotically
stable is satisfied generically in D , the data space correspondingR
to those points of D for which the algebraic Riccati equation has a

real symmetric solution.

Above results have a very simple control theoretic interpretation
in terms of minimal energy control. In fact, we can derive a generaliza¬
tion of Theorem (11.26) using some classical results on minimal energy
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control by KALMAN, HO, and NARENDRA [1963]. We now proceed to describe
these considerations. Let d = (F, G, 0, I, 0, P ) be in D. Now

consider the (zero initial state) finite time linear quadratic optimization

problem associated with d, t^, c = 0, (for any tQ < 0) .
Minimize

J(u(-)> 0, t ) /V (t)u(t)dt + x'(0)P x(0),
t °Lo

subject to the linear system

dx(t)/dt = Fx(t) + Gu(t), x(t ) = 0

Clearly, the first term in the cost criterion corresponds to "control

energy" whereas the second term corresponds to a weighing on the final

state x(0). Now, if = 0, then the solution to this problem,

obviously, is u = 0! If ^ 0 then the above problem can be solved

using the results on minimal energy control as developed by KALMAN, HO,

and NARENDRA [1963]* Let us define, for each t < 0

/1\ ro -F't.7r( t) = e GGT e dt

Since (F, G) is reachable, it follows that tt(t) is positive definite
for all t < 0. Let x be an arbitrary but fixed vector in R

Consider the set U(t, xq) of input functions u in L^[t, 0]
that with x(t ) =0, the state at time zero x(0) = x , i. e.

n

such

o

transfers the system from the state 0 at t
o

o

to the state

u

x at
o

time 0. Then Corollary 1 of Section 5 of KALMAN, HO, and NARENDRA

[1963] implies that

min /t°uf (t)u(t) dr x'Qy(t)-\
We can now state the following

(11.27) THEOREM. Let (F, G) be a reachable pair. Then for any

t2 - V we have that Tr(t^) <7r(t^), and
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lim 7r(t) 1 ( = : tt)
t->-°°

If F is asymptotically stable then tt = it
-1

PROOF

vector in R
n

Let t^ < ti < 0. Let xq be any arbitrary but fixed
For any u in U(t^, xq) define

m
u: L [t , 0] R

m

by u(t) = 0 for t^ < t < ti and u(t) = u(t) for t^ < t < 0. It
is evident that for each u in U(t^, xq) , u belongs to U(t^, Xq) .
It now follows that

o
mm uT( t)u( t) dr < min uf( t)u( t) dr.

U(t2,x0) ^ U(t-L,x0)

Now, from the result of KALMAN, HO, and NARENDRA [1963, Corollary 1,

Section 5] quoted above, we have

xtir(t )'mlx <x,7r(t )-1x .
o v 2y o — o 1 o

The above inequality holds for all x^ in Rn.
positive definite for all t, it follows that

Since 7r(t) is

xrir(t) “^x > 0 #
o o —

Thus, x^rr(t) ^xq is a monotonically increasing function of t
bounded below by 0. Therefore

lim xT7r( t) -1x
t->-°° o o

exists for each x^ in Rn. Consequently,

tlira (=: tt)

exists
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If F is asymptotically stable, then by the definition of tt

lim 7r(t) = 7f > 0.
t—>-00

By elementary results of analysis,

A

7T = lim 7r(t)
-1

= TT
-1

□

we may conclude that

We are now ready to state our main

(11.28) THEOREM. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) be in D. Then, a
solution to the Riccati differential equation exists for all t < 0

only if the algebraic Riccati equation associated with d has a

solution. Suppose that the algebraic Riccati equation associated with
d has a solution. Then there exist F, G, Pq such that d = (F, G, 0,
I, 0, Pq) belongs to the orbit of d. Furthermore, the Riccati
differential equation associated with d has a solution for all t < 0

if and only if n x n real symmetric matrix (rr + p^) is positive semi-
definite.

PROOF. The first part of the theorem follows from Theorem

(11.26). The existence of F, G, P^ such that d = (F, G, 0, I, 0, P^)
belongs to the orbit of d follows from Corollary (10.16) of Chapter V.

It now follows from Theorem (11.4) that the Riccati differential equation
associated with d has a solution for all t < 0 if and only if the

Riccati differential equation associated with d has a solution for

all t < 0. Now, by Theorem (11.2) , the Riccati differential equation
associated with d has a solution for all t < 0 and only if for all

t < 0, the (zero initial state) finite time linear quadratic optimization

problem associated with d, t, c = 0 has a solution. The cost criteria
in this case is

J(u( •), t, 0) = /°uf ( t)u(t) dT + xT(0)P x(0).

It now follows from the result of KALMAN, HO, and NARENDA [1963, Section

5, Corollary 1] mentioned above that
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inf J(u(«)> t, 0)
U€lij[t,0]

Hence, this finite time optimization problem has a solution if and only
if (7r(t) ^ + Pq) is positive semidefinite. Theorem (11.27) implies
that for any t_ < t_ < 0,

+ P .

o

Thus, again by Theorem

for all

hr( t) + P ) is positive semidefinite
o

t < 0 if and only if (tt + P ) is positive semidefinite.

Consequently, the Riccati differential equation associated with d has

a solution if and only (ir + Pq) is positive semidefinite.
is asymptotically stable then (tt + Pq) =

(In
particular, if F

(tt-1 + P ).) □

Note that Theorems (11.27) and (11.28) together imply the results of
Theorem (11.26) . Roughly speaking, we conclude that Riccati differential

equation decomposes into two parts; one part consists of the algebraic

Riccati equation (or equivalently, Wiener-Hopf operators), the other

part consists of minimum energy control with final state weighing.

The conditions for solvability of the algebraic Riccati equation are

well understood. See, for example, WILLEMS [19711 - On the other hand,
it is quite easy to check positive semidefiniteness of an n X n

symmetric matrix. This can be done, for example, by computing all the

principal minors.

(11.29) REMARK. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, Pq) be in D. It was noted
before that the Riccati differential equation(11.3) associated with d
has a solution for all t < 0 only if the algebraic Riccati equation
associated with d has a real symmetric solution. This result has a

natural operator theoretic interpretation. Here we will describe the
relevant results without proofs. The proofs may be constructed along
the lines of JONCKHEERE and SILVERMAN [1978] using the standard techniques
of functional analysis. It follows from Theorem (9*9) of* Section 9
that each orbit in D contains a point in the form d = (F, G, 0, I, S, Pq)
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where F is asymptotically stable. Then, the associated operator p

sum (pi + p2) and p given by (11.10) - (11.12).
f

P1 + P2
is a Wiener-Hopf operator. Using the asymptotic stability of F, it
can be shown that p^ is a completely continuous operator of the trace
class. It can then be proved by techniques from perturbation theory
that the spectrum of (p1 + p2) is contained in the spectrum of pf
Therefore, in order that p^ be positive semidefinite, it is necessary
that (P-L + P2) be positive semidefinite. Now by the theory of Wiener-

Hopf operators, (for which see GOHBERG and KREIN [i960] and ROSENBLUM

[1965]) the spectrum of

’’frequency function”
(pi + p2) is given by the eigenvalues of the

í>(ü)) = I + S'(iajl - F)_1G + G’(- iail - F’)_1S,

for all

only if

co in R Hence, (pq + P9) is positive semidefinite if and

$(co) > 0 9

for all co in R. The nonnegativity of 0(co) for all co in R is
well known to be equivalent to the solvability of the algebraic Riccati

equation associated with d. We, thus, see that in order that pf be
positive semidefinite it is necessary that the associated algebraic

Riccati equation have a solution.

We close this section by examining the behavior of Popov’s

frequency domain function

4>d(s) := R + S' (si - F)_1G + G’(- si - F')-1S +

+ G'(- si - F')~^Q(sI - F)-1G

associated with d = (F, G, Q, R, S) in DS under the action of the
Riccati group. Let 7 = (T, V, L, M) be in V and let d := ^(d, 7).
Then it is a routine direct verification that
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(11.30) $¿(s) = V’(I - G'(- si - F')
-1

L')$d(s)(l - L( si

In case, the algebraic Riccati equation associated with d has a real

symmetric solution, then there exist matrices T, V, L, M such that
d = (F, G, 0, I, 0) , and

Equation (11.30) shows that this corresponds to a spectral factorization

of <L^(s) which is well known to be closely related to algebraic Riccati
equation.

12. Other Applications

This section is mainly intended to show that there is a close

relationship between the Riccati transformation group and positive

real matrices. We show that the so called "positive real lemma" may be

rederived from the Riccati transformation group point of view. We also
obtain a complete parametrization of scalar positive real functions.

Finally, we make some remarks on the fast algorithms for solving the

Riccati differential equation due to CASTI [1974] and KAILATH [1973]*

Let Z(s) be an m x m matrix of real rational functions. Then

Z(s) is said to be positive real iff

1. all elements of Z(s) are analytic in the region Re(s) > 0
of the complex plane, and

2. the matrix Z (s) + Z(s) is positive seraidefinite for all

complex numbers s such that Re(s) > 0, where Z (s) is
the complex conjugate transpose of Z(s).

The property of positive realness turns out to be of critical

importance in passive network synthesis. (See NEWCOMB [1966] for the
network theoretic aspects of positive real functions.) Using certain

preliminary synthesis steps, (see ANDERSON and VONGPANILTERD [1973>
Section 5*4],) it can be shown that the following assumptions on Z(s)
do not cause any considerable loss of generality.
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1 Z(«>) := lim Z(s) exists. In other words, Z(s) is a proper

2

transfer function. Further, Z(°°) + Zf(°°) is nonsingular

Z(s) is analytic is Re(s) > 0.

Since Z(s) is rational, using elementary realization theory, the above

assumptions are easily seen to be equivalent to the existence of matrices

F, G, H, J of appropriate sizes such that

Z(s) = J + H(sl - F)_1G,

where (F, G, H) is canonical, J + JT is nonsingular, and F is

asymptomatically stable. In the light of these considerations, we may

restate the problem as follows. Let F, G, H, J be n x n, n X m,

m x n, m x m real matrices respectively. Let (F, G, H) be canonical,
F be asymptotically stable, and J + JT be nonsingular. Find
conditions on (F, G, H, J) such that

(12.1) 4>(s) := J + J' + H(sl - F)_1G + G'(s*I-F') "tí* > 0,

for all s in the complex plane such that Re(s) > 0. It is well known
that in this case the positive semidefiniteness in the closed right
half plane may be replaced by

(12.2) ®(ia)) > 0 ,

for all a) in R. Let R := J + JT. Then a necessary condition for

(12.1) to hold is that R be positive definite. However, notice that

0(io>) is the PopovTs frequency function associated with (F, G, 0, R, Hf)
in DS. Hence, by a result due to WILLEMS [1971* Theorem 5], we see

that Z(s) is positive real if and only if R is positive definite
and the algebraic Riccati equation associated with (F, G, 0, R, HT)
has a real symmetric solution. But now we are in the set up of Chapter
V. In particular, the proof of Proposition (10.2) implies that the

algebraic Riccati equation associated with d = (F, G, 0, R, H’) has
a real symmetric solution if and only if there exists 7 = (i, V, L, M)
such that

(12.3) *(d, 7) = (F, G, 0, 1, 0)
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for some (F, G) such that the eigenvalues of F are in the left

half plane. Rewriting (12.3) explicitly, we get

(12.4) V'RV = V'(J + J’)V = I,

(12.5) F'M + MF = L'RL,

(12.6) H' + MG = -L'R,

(12.7) F = F + GL, G = GV.

Equations (12.4) - (12.7) are easily seen to be equivalent to the so

called "positive real lemma" equations due to YAKUBOVIC [1962], KALMAN

[1963], and ANDERSON [1967]. This shows that the positive real lemma
is closely related to the Riccati transformation group.

We now consider the special case of scalar positive real functions.

In this case, J may be normalized to l/2. Thus,

(12.8) Z(s) = 1/2 + h(sl - F) -1g.

Further, without loss of generality (F, g) may be taken to be in
control canonical form:

(12.9) F : =

1 0

0 1

n-1

Then the characteristic polynomial of F is

(12.10) Xp(s) := det (si - F)
n n-1

= s - a^s - a
n

We now consider the following problem. Let a^, an, ..., a^ be any
fixed real numbers such that with (F, g) in the form (12.9), F is

asymptotically stable. Then describe the set of all those 1 X n
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matrices h such that Z(s) given by (12.8) is positive real.

Choose any 1 x n vector Í such that the eigenvalues of (F + g£)
are in the (closed) left half plane. Let M be the unique solution
to the Liapunov equation

(12.11) Ff M + MF = Vi.

Existence and uniqueness of M follows from asymptotic stability of
. .oo Fr T FT \

F. (in fact, M = /o e V ie dt.) Now define

(12.12) h£ := - Í - gTM.

It is easy to verify that

Z(s) = 1/2 + h^(sl - F)-1g
is a positive real function. We can now state the following

(12.13) THEOREM. Let a^, a^, a^ be any fixed real numbers,
F, g be defined by (12.9)> and F be asymptotically stable. Define
the set

C := (h in R"^n: Z(s) = l/2 + h(sl - F) ^g is positive real).

Let A be the set

A := [i in R : the eigenvalues of F + g£ are in the

(closed) left half plane}.

Then

h: A Í h

is a bisection.
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PROOF. From the arguments given above, it is clear that h

is well defined. Suppose h belongs to C. Then there exist matrices

Z, M such that

Ff M + MF = Z' Z,

h = - Z - g'M,

and the eigenvalues of F + gZ

Hence, Z belongs to A and

surjective.

Now suppose that there

h(-y = h(¿2) = h.

Then there exist symmetric matrices M^, such that

= - h - g,Mi, i = 1, 2,

and

FfM. + M.F = Z\Z., i = 1, 2.
ii li

Hence, M_^, are solutions to the algebraic Riccati equation
F'P + PF - (Pg + h')(Pg + h’)' =0,

are in the closed left half plane.
A

h = h^. This proves that h is

exist Z^, Zn in A such that

such that the eigenvalues of F + gZ^ and F + gZr both are in the
closed right half plane. However, by WILLEMS [1971, Theorem 5] such
a solution is unique, and, hence, Z^ = Zn. This proves that h is
injective. □

This theorem completely answers the question raised above. We

note that the main step in obtaining a formula for h involves the

solution of the (linear) Liapunov equation (12.11) . Using Kronecker

products we can obtain a closed form expression for M as a function
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of Z. Combining this formula for M with (12.12), we can obtain a

closed form expression for h^. A, as a subset of R , is the set
of all Z such that the eigenvalues of F + gZ are in the closed

left half plane. Using the classical stability theory and Hurwitz

determinants, A can be described by a system of polynomial inequalities.

(See, also, KALMAN [1979J-) We note that there may exist Z in A
such that (h^, F) is not observable. (Z = 0 is one such choice.)
Define

Aq := [Z in A: (h^, F) is observable}.

Then, Z belongs to A^ if and only if Z belongs to A and
(- Z - gfM, F) is observable. Thus, Aq may be described as a subset
of R by some suitable polynomial inequalities.

We close this section with a remark on the fast algorithms for

solving Riccati differential equation due to KAILATH [1973] and CASTI

[1974]. Let d = (F, G, Q, R, S, P ) be in D. Consider the Riccati
differential equation (11.3) associated with d. The main observation
of KAILATH [1973] and CASTI [1974] is that if

r := rank P(0) = rank (F?P + PF + Q,-(PG + S)R~\p G + S)f),
o o xo vo

then the Riccati differential equation may be replaced by a set of n(r + m)
nonlinear differential equations. In particular, if r is much
smaller than n, then this leads to a considerable saving of computation.
It turns out that this rank r is invariant under the action of the

Riccati transformation group. This shows that one cannot achieve any

further reduction of Riccati equation along the lines of KAILATH [1973]
and CASTI [1974] using Riccati transformation group. However, a

completely satisfactory explanation of this reduction still remains
elusive.
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